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School to elifilinate 
Park Chair positi~ns 
Committee recommends new institute 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
News Editor 
The Roy H. Park School of Communi-
cations plans to eliminate the Park Distin-
guished Chair Program and discuss alter-
nate uses of the program's funding. 
The chairs were created in the mid-1990s 
with funds from the Park Foundation, which 
ha also supported capital improvements, 
scholarships and other programs. 
said: "It wasn't a matter of evaluating at 
all. There was no evaluation involved 
whatsoever. It was a matter of looking at 
future potential." 
Committee member John Hochheimer, 
associate professor of television and radio, 
said he believed the current chair program 
didn't work out as he had hoped. 
Hochheimer had expressed reservations 
about the program in statements to The Itha-
can as early as 1999. 
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STUDENTS WORK ON COMPUTERS in the Friends 110 Lab. Many students work in 
labs to avoid slow Internet connection speeds on ResNet in residence halls. 
The first Park Distinguished Chair, cre-
ated in 1997, was filled by veteran journalist 
and former ABC producer Christopher 
Harper. A second position was 
filled by independent producer 
Jo Ann Caplin in 2000. 
The new proposal is part of a broader ef-
fort to raise the profile of the college. 
"The college as a whole is embarking on 
years of looking at what it wants 
to be," Brodhead said. "This all 
fits in the context of that. What 
can the Park School of Commu-
nications become in the next five 
years to increase its national vis-
ibility, its recognition of excel-
lence? What is it that people from 
the outside can bring to enhanc-
ing and advancing, all to protect 
your degree?" 
ResN et charges -- Harper declined to com-ment on the decision to elimi-nate the positions, and Caplin 
was unavailable for comment. 
A faculty committee was 
formed in the fall, charged by 
the administration with finding 
new ways to spend the Park 
funds, as well as money left to 
the college in a bequest from 
the late James B. Pendleton. 
• e1n uture 
BRODHEAD The idea of a communications 
HANIE BERGERON guaranteed 56K service but would have to 
pay for anything fa ter than it. 
center is not a new one, said San-
dra Herndon, chairwoman of the graduate 
program and professor of organizational 
communication, learning and design. 
Students may have to pay for faster In-
ternet service if a new idea from Information 
and Technology Services is approved. 
Ed Fuller, director of ITS, said that right 
now, there is no service-level guarantee for 
a student connected to the network. He 
could not say what the average speed of 
ResNet is. 
The ommittee's proposal to spend the 
money to establish a communications insti-
tute will be presented to the faculty for dis-
cussion today. 
When asked how the current program 
was evaluated before the decision to elim-
inate it, Garry Brodhead, associate 
provost and interim dean of the Park School, 
When the gifts originally became 
available, the idea was discussed, but now 
is the right time to discuss it more fully, she 
said. Under the proposed model, the college 
network would charge different fees for dif-
ferent levels of service. Students would be See HIGH-SPEED, Page 4 See CENTER, Page 4 
Credit card solicitors concern studen 
BY SARAH HOFIUS 
Staff Writer 
When freshman Ren Walczak 
gave out personal information for 
a free T-shirt, she didn't expect to 
receive a Citibank credit card in the 
mail. 
Freshman Crescent Danziger 
had the same experience. 
"They told us we'd just get in-
formation," Walczak said. 
The solicitors, who told students 
they only wanted information, set 
up on the Terrace Dining Hall bal-
cony last week and on Jan. 20. They 
did not have permission from the 
college to be on campus. 
After being informed of the so-
licitors' Jan. 20 presence on cam-
pus, Sybil Metz, assistant director 
of the Campus Center, said she con-
tacted Public Safety and the Terrace 
Dining Hall manager. 
Metz said it should not have hap-
pened again. 
"That is maddening," she said. 
Terrace Dining HaJI Manager 
Phil Annese said he did not know 
that the solicitors were back for a 
second time. 
Freshman Joseph Ahouse, who 
has decided to keep the Citibank 
card he was sent, said the solicitors 
asked students to fill out an infor-
mation form with their addresses, 
Social Security numbers and other 
personal information. 
The solicitors told students 
they would receive some informa-
tion, but not a credit card, 
Danziger said. 
"No one ever said I was signing 
up for a card," she added. 
To entice students into filling out 
the form, the vendors offered a T-
shirt similar to the one John 
Belushi wears in the movie "Ani-
mal House," as well as shirts with 
other popular designs. 
Since Danziger and Walczak 
gave out their permanent addresses, 
the cards were sent to their homes. 
Both students canceled their 
credit cards as soon as their parents 
informed them of the unwanted de-
livery. 
When Danziger saw the same 
group in the Terrace Dining Hall 
last week, she said she ap-
proached the table like she had done 
before. 
Danziger asked the woman be-
hind the table what would happen 
if she signed up for a credit card. 
"She's like, 'Oh, you're going to 
get some information,'" Danziger 
said. "I was like, 'Yeah right-."' 
Maria Mendler, vice president of 
· public affairs at Citibank, said the 
company works with vendors who 
market the cards on campuses. 
When informed about the ven-
dors' alleged conduct on campus, 
Mendler said it did not sound like 
something that would be appropri- · 
ate for Citibank. 
"We have practices and policies 
they must follow, and clearly we 
want our potential customers to un-
derstand what it is they may be ap-
plying for," Mendler said. 
Citibank offers three types of 
cards aimed at college students, 
each of which has no annual fee. 
Students should select their cards 
based on how much credit they 
need. 
Mendler said Citibank will 
look into the behavior of the so-
licitors. 
Under campus policy, off-campus 
groups must first find an on-cam-
pus student organization to 
sponsor the soliciting. If 







sit at the table 
with the solicitors at 
all times. 
Credit card compa-
nies can only 
solicit students in the 
·www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
North Foyer of the Campus Center, 
and therefore the solicitors were tres-
passing when they set up in the Ter-
races, Metz said. 
Metz-thinks it's very important 
to have these kinds of policies on 
campus to ensure the college's abil-
ity to track down the company if 
a student has a problem. M e t z 
also said some people just don't 
want to be asked whether they want 
credit cards. 
"They should be able to walk 
around campus without having to 
be worried about that," she added. 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY 
MATT QUINTANILLA 
MEGHAN MAZELLMHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN REN WALCZAK 
relaxes in her room, wearing a 
free T-shirt she received after 
requesting information about a 
credit card. She was surprised 
when she received the card. 
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NEWS .BRIEFS AND LOCAL EVENTS 
The Vote 2004 
Nation & World 
Bush calls for gay marriage ban 
Acting to "prevent the meaning of marriage 
from being changed forever," President Bush 
Tuesday called for a constitutional amendment 
banning states from recognizing the unions of 
gay men or women as marriage. 
The president, responding to a flood of gay 
marriages in San Francisco and a c;ourt ruling 
permitting them in Massachusetts, said, "The 
union of a man and woman is the most endur-
ing human institution ... honored and encour-
aged in all cultures and by every religious faith 
... Marriage cannot be severed from its cultur-
al, religious and natural roots without weaken-
ing the good influence of society." 
Bush did say state legislatures should be free 
to sanction legal arrangements between gays 
short of marriage. His spokesman, Scott Mc-
Clellan, said that means Bush ·supports the right 
of states, such as Vermont to approve civil unions 
between gays. Bush .remains opposed civil 
unions for his own state of Texas. 
Sen. John Kerry tallied three 
more primary victories this week. 
The Democratic presidential hope-
ful won approximately 50 percent 
of the vote in Hawaii, 54 percent in 
Idaho and 55 percent in Utah. Sen. 
John Edwards came in second in 
Utah and Idaho, with approximate-
ly 22 percent and 30 percent, 
respectively. Rep. Dennis Kucinich 
took second place in ·Hawaii, with 
25 percent of the votes, his First U.S. military tribunals set 
strongest showing yet. The .U.S. govei:-nment Tuesday charged two 
Only 61 delegates were up for alleged bodyguards for Osama bin Laden now . 
grabs in those three states com- detained at the Guantanamo Bay miiitary 
bined, so the candidates have prison with conspiracy to commit war· 
largely focused their recent cam- crimes, launching the first criminal prosecu-
paign efforts on the 10 Super tion of enemy prisoners since the aftermath of 
Tuesday states - , California, World War II. 
Connecticut, Georgia, Massachu- The charges would make Ibrahim Ahmed 
setts, Maryland, Minnesota, New Mahmoud al Qosi of Sudan and Ali Hamza 
York, Ohio, Rhode Island and Ahme'd Sulayman al Bahlul of Yemen the first 
Vermont - whose total delegates detainees to stand trial before the special mili-
are more than half the number tary tribunals established by President Bush af-
needed to win the nomination. ter the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. 
Ralph Nader announced this Military prosecutors have decided not to seek 
week that he will be seeking the the death penalty against either man, officials 
presidency as an independent, a said. If at least four of the six military officers 
decision th~t upset many who will be assigned as judges vote to convict 
Democrats who see Nader as partly them, separate hearings would be held to de-
to blame for siphoning voters away termine sentences for each. 
from Al Gore in 2000 and costing the No date has been set for the trials, which will 
Democratic party the election. be held in a courtroom at the Guantanamo Bay 
President aush launched his prison in Cuba. But the~ are ex ted to be-
opening attack on Kerry Monday gin in late spring or early sumtner 
night, asserting that his likely attorneys time to prepare, military officials said. 
opponent would raise taxes, stifle "Iran's nuke program questioned 
business and expand government 
while weakening Amertca's The United Nations' nuclear watchdog said 
defenses. Tuesday that troubling mysteries concerning 
Until now, Bush has tried to Iran's disputed nuclear program remain unre-
remain above the fray of the cam- solved, including whether traces of highly en-
paign. Despite speaking at 48 riched uranium at one location indicated a pos-
fund-raisers for his $170 million sible weapons program. 
campaign, he has left attacks to In a confidential report, the International 
other GOP officials. White House Atomic E~ergy Agency said Iran has not dis-
aides had planned to shield him 
from overt politics 1or at least 
another month but said they con- · 
eluded that attacks by Kerry and 
other Democrats were proving too 
damaging to continue unan-
swered. Republican officials said 
Bush plaris to follow President Bill 
Clinton's approach in 1996 and · 
begin campaigning without making 
an official announcement. 
_ Casting himself as a candidate 
for the first time, Bush framed the 
election as a stark choice between 
"an America that ·1eads the world · 
with strength and confidence, or an 
America that is uncertain in the 
face of danger." 
Source: L.A. Times and The 
Washington Post news service. 
Compiled by managing editor 
Caitlin Connelly 
Corrections 
It is The lthacan's policy to cor-
rect all errors of fact. Please con-
tact Assistant News Editor Katie 
Maslanka at 274-3207. 
Copy editors: Brad Andrews, 
Alicia Arnold, Clarissa 
Brundage, Deirdre Byrne, 
Kaylee Collins, Heather Curtis, 
Daniel DiSifva, Emily Keizer, 
Stacy Majewicz, Emily 
Mitchell, Josh McCann, Dan 
Prince and Deepa Shah. 
College & City 
Presidential -primary election 
to be held locally on Tues~ay 
The New York State Democratic presiden-
tial primary election will take place on Tuesday. 
Democratic voters registered in Tompkins 
. County can go to their polling places between 
noon and 9 p.m. that day. 
Residents of the Town of Ithaca, including 
students who live on campus, can vote at the 
South Hill Fire Station, located at 965 Danby 
Road. For a list of more polling places, go to 
www.co.tompkins.ny.us/boe/polplace.html. 
New assistant dean of HS&HP 
assumes ~esponsibilities Monday 
Janet Wigglesworth has accepted the position 
of assistant dean of graduate and clinical services 
in the School of Health Sciences and Human Per-
formance and will begin her new role Monday. 
Wigglesworth, who 'was selected from a pool 
of national candidates, has been an Ithaca Cqllege 
faculty member since 1995, with joint appoint-
ments in the departments of Exercise and Sport 
Sciences, and Health Promotion and Human 
Movement. She recently served in both assistant 
and associate dean positions in HS&HP. 
Since August, Wigglesworth has been de-
veloping HS&HP's new Office of Experiential 
Leaming. 
Student Government Association 
appoints new budget officer 
The Student Government Association an-
nounced its new vice president of business and 
finance Tuesday night. 
NEWS THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2004 
THE .LAST BREAKFAST 
. SERGEI L. LOIKO/LA. TIMES 
A CHEF COOKS PANCAKES In Moscow Tuesday as part of Maslenltsa, or "Pancake 
Week," a Russian equivalent of Mardi Gras. Locals fill up on pancakes called "blini" to 
use up-ingredient~ such as butter and eggs that are prohibited during Lent. 
closed the full range-of its nuclear activities as 
it claimed it had in October. Inspectors have 
found evidence of previously. undisclosed nu-
clear experiments and secret work on advanced 
centrifuge machines. 
The most serious concerns, the report said, 
.. of of 
that larger quantities of the fissile material had 
been removed from one of the sites. 
The presence of significant amounts of high-
ly enriched uranium would be a strong indica- · 
tor of experiments aimed at developing an atom-
ic weapon, .something Iran has denied doing. 
Putin dismisses prime minister 
Russian President Vladimir V. Putin dismissed 
his prime minister Tues$y in a pre-election move 
Freshman Meghan Reynolds, a politics major, 
will be taking over the position. Reynolds was a 
congress representative for the West Tower as well 
as a staff writer for The Ithacan. 
Former vice president Zeeshan Salahuddin 
stepped down from his position in January for 
personal reasons. · 
Guster and Rufus Wainwright 
to perform at Cornell University 
Tickets are now on sale for a concert featuring 
Guster with guest Rufus Wainwright' in Barton 
Hall at Cornell University. 
The concert will take place at 8 p.m Sunday, 
March 14. Tickets are $12 for Cornell students 
and $18 for the general public. They can be pur-
chased at Willard Straight Hall Art Gallery at 
Cornell, Ithaca Guitar Works and Ticketmaster. 
The Cornell Concert Commission, a student-
run organization formed in I 971, is sponsoring 
the concert. 
Multic~ltural music festival 
.-planned at community school 
The Ithaca·College School of Music will hold 
a multicultural music festival titled "Culture 
Link" in the third-floor music auditorium at the 
Community School of Music and Arts on Fri-
day and Saturday. 
The festival includes performances by a steel 
· drum band, a Klezmer ensemble, African drum-
mers, Irish percussionists and various choirs.. 
On Friday, events will begin at 5 p.m. The 
last event will start at 8: 15 p.m. 
On Saturday, events will start at 4:30 p.m. 
The last event wil_l take place at ·7 p.m. 
widely believed to be aimed at boosting turnout 
in balloting Putin. is almost certain to win. 
Analysts had expected Prime Minister 
Mikhail Kasyanov to be fired after the March 
14 presidential election. Kasyanov, like Putin, 
served in the government of previous President . . - . . 
known as oligarchs. 
In a live·broadcast to the nation, Putin said he 
had de.cided to act now so voters wouJd know who -
will run the government if he wins ~-election. 
Putin named Vlktor Khristenko, a deputy 
prim~ minister in the outgoing government, as 
acting prime minister. It was unclear whether 
Khristenko would keep the post permanently. 
Source: L.A. Times and The Washington Post 
news service. 
All events are free arid open t~ the public. 
The CSMA is located at 330 E. State St. in Itha-
ca. For more information, contact junior Jere-· 
my Schlegel at lthacaMus@aol.com. 
Restaurants to donate profits 
asp~ of fund-raiser for hunger 
More than 25 local resta~rants will donate a 
portion of their profits to fight hunger and pover-
ty next Thm:sday as a part of Ithaca's "Taste at 
Your Place" event. . 
Restaurants participating in "Taste at Your 
Place" can be identified by a yellow poster ask-
ing "Not Hungry? Share the Feeling! Eat Here 
on March 4." They will donate a portion of every 
bill to anti-hunger and anti-poverty organizations 
in Tompkins County. 
There will be ·no admission charges at any 
restaurant, but attenq.ees are welcome to make 
additional donations when they pay their bill. 
Last year, "Taste at Your Place" raised near-
ly $10,000, said Jerry Dietz, co-organizer of 
the event. For an up-to-date list of participat-
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Cam.puses battle open-records laws 
BY CHRISTA LOMBARDI 
Chief Copy Editor 
Mark Goodman is executive director for 
the Student Press Law Center, a nonprofit or-
ganization devoted to educating students 
about First Amendment rights and responsi-
bilities. He said though Mercer University's 
given the powers of traditional law enforce- that Cornell Police are also available to com-. 
Public Safety departments at private 
schools like Ithaca College may no longer be 
immune to state open-records laws after a judge 
ruled last month that a Georgia university must 
make its campus c1ime records public. 
. case legally sets a precedent in Georgia be-
cause it is interpreting the state open-
records law there, private institutions in oth-
er states should also be concerned. . 
ment officials, they should be covered by the 
Freedom of Information Law, as well. Un-
der current information Jaws , police depart-
ment records are available to the public upon 
request. 
Dave Maley, director of media relations 
at Ithaca College, said despite the fact that 
Public Safety officers are 
ment to the news media from time to time. 
Bruce Estes, managing editor for The Itha-
ca Journal, said the case involves a "clash 
of interests" that media and institutions some-· 
times encounter. 
"Because it involves their police agency, 
and their police agency by 
. deputized, records should 
still be considered private be-
cause the college is a private a 
· institution. He added that 
t9 think it sends 
p call to a lot 
Last November, a lawyer filed a complaint 
on behalf of a former Mercer University stu-
dent who said she was raped on campus. The 
university denied access to police records on 
sexual assaults dating back to the 1990s on 
the grounds that it is a priv.ate institution not 
· subject to public laws. 
"I do think it sends a wake-up call to a 
lot of other private schools around the coun-
try that, 'If you're going to have a police 
force, then you've got to treat it like a po-
lice force,"' he said. 
Goodman said if Public Safety officers are 
P~blic Safety does comply of other private s 
with all federal rules and reg- · 
legislative act of the 
state of New York are 
peace officers, the pub-
lic has a very legitimate 
interest in being able to 
access · the 
documents," he said. 
ulations related to campus around the couri 
crime reporting. , />' . _ .•.. 
Estes said the case 
raises a "watchdog 
First Amendment" 
Executive Directo r, Student concern for the media. 
"We provide information to -MARK GOODMAN 
the campus community and 
the outside world either ver-
bally or through press releas-
es that are written," Maley said. "What we don't 
release is any of the raw records." 
The Ithaca Journal submjtted a freedom 
of information request to Corn,II Police Nov. 
~ 2 in an effort to obtain records pn an alleged 
assault that occurred after a Noy. 9 Ludacris 
concert a.t the university. Corneil deriied the 
request, and the Journal submitted an appeal. 
But Simeon Moss, deputy director of £or-
nell News Service, said ih the course of com-
munication . Cornell chose to make the 
records available to The Ithaca Journal. The 
university maintains the decision . was 
freely made and not forced by the Journal's 
FOIL request. 
. ''The Cornell Police is part of Cornell Uni-
versity, which is a private university, and 
therefore not subject to the Freedom of In-
formation Law, which applies to government 
agencies," he said. 
Press Law Center "It's a very defined 
issue for me," he said. 
"I'm not trying to get access to all of Cor-
nell University or all of Ithaca College, but 
I think that their police agencies are public 
agencies, and we should not allow .them to 
become secret police agencies." 
Estes said The Ithaca Journal recently sub-
mitted a FOIL request to the Cornell Police 
asking for investigative records for the last 
12 months on every sexual assault at the uni-
versity. • 
Moss said Cornell is currently looking·into 
the request. . _ 
"Many times the public and journalists 
simply have to move on," Estes said. "You 
have to choose your areas carefully. I do ex-
pect to keep trying to push the issue." 
Goodman, SPLC director, ~aid though_ 
public access to campus safety records arpri- · 
vate institutions has been a challenge for· 
years, not many people have expressed in-
terest in pursuing claims in court. 
LARRY WESTLER/THE ITHACAN 
FANS GATHER for a Ludacris concert at Cornell University Nov. 9. The Ithaca Journal 
filed a ·Freedom of Information Law request to obtain the univ.ersity's police-records 
after an alleged sexual assault took place at the concert. · 
Moss said .the Cornell News Service is 
available to the news media nearly 24 hours 
a day to respond to questions about crimes 
and investigations and also issues press re-
leases about public .safety news. · He added 
"If someone at Ithaca chose to sue the 
school," he said, "I wouldn't at all be sur-; 
prised if a court ruled that yes~ -they had td 
comply with the FOIL." 
l 
in -~ustainability initiative 
BY KIMBERtYN DAVID 
Staff Writer 
As part of an effort to address-regional sus- · 
tainability concerns, Ithaca College will be col-
laborating _witli business,. community and gov-
ernmental leaders through Sustainable Tompkins, 
· an initiative seed-funded by Ithaca College and 
the Park Foundation. 
The initiative will conduct feasibility studies, 
which project coordinator Gay Nicholson said will 
determine what_ the community's sustainability 
goals are and outline possible steps to take in 
achieving them. . 
The United Nations defines sustainability as 
"development that meets the needs of the present 
without cmppromising the ability of future gen-
erations to meet their own needs." 
These needs are more than just environmental 
concerns, said Marian Brown, special assistant to . 
the vice president of finance and administration. 
Garry L. Thomas, associate professor of 
anthropology, said meeting those needs means 
considering how our daily decisions now may im-
pact the environmental, financial and social.health 
of the future - both immediate and distant. That 
begins with taking a look at how to reduce peo-
ple's "ecological footprint" - energy use, food 
consumption and waste, he said. 
As an institution of higher learning, the col-
lege has the opportunity to devise solutions while 
teaching students about such co_ncerns as living 
·wage; affordable housing and agriculture, said Su- . 
san Allen-Gil, assistant professor of biology. 
As part of Pushpinder Sihgh's graduate re-
quirements for a master's degree in Organizational 
Communication; Leaming and Design, he will be 
researching sustainability issues and writing ar-
ticles for Sustainable Tompkins. 
Singh said sustainability is more of an automatic 
process in India, his native country, than in the 
United States. Because of a fack of resources, very 
little in India is wasted and most materlals are 
recycled, he said. 
A change in cultur.al habits and thinking is 
required to achieve sustainability in the 
United States, Singh said. 
"When we in a developing country can do this, 
why can't we do tliis in America?" he said. 
In addit\on to Sustainable Tompkins, which 
will begfo tackling thatqliestion at the local lev-
el through its · study circles in March and April, 
the college is seeking to create what Brown called 
· a "learning and living environment." . 
Through the college's partnership with Eco 
. Village at Ithaca\ a sustai~able living communi-
-ty, environmental studies students learn from a 
"living laboratory," where there are communal 
residences and where organic farming is practiced. 
Including sustainability issues in coursework. 
outside environment~! studies provides the next 
logical step in a well-rounded education, Allen-
Gil said. . 
• Brown said both the college and the commu-
nity could benefit from sustainable living. She said 
it isn't about sacrifice, but about making con-
siderate decisions as consumers: 
. "Sustainability," said Brown; "is doing the 
right things right." 
With its recycling and composting programs, 
Brown said the college •is already environ-
mentally conscious. Still, she said, more can be 
done. For instance, instead of using comp~st 
only for landscaping purposes, the college could 
also consider using it to grow some of its own 
dining hall food. 
Campuswide interest in sustainability was 
sparked when a National Science Foun,dation 
grant was awarded to the environmental studies 
program in 2002. The grant provided funding for 
course development in environmental studies as 
well as other academic areas. · 
Thomas, Allen-Gil and politics professor 
Thomas Shevory worked with Eco Village rep-
resentatives Liz Walker and Elan Shapiro in writ-
ing the grant. · 
Ithaca College -Environmental Society is ex-
pected to host sustainability activist Jim Merkel 
on Monday; In April, two lunchtime "sustain-
ability cafe" forums will be held. On April 6, the 
college· is also holding a regional sustainability 
conference. · . 
'GABBY IMMARINO/THE ITHACAN 
LOCAL RESIDENT JOSHUA TORRES tries to tame the mechanical bull 
. at the Winterfest and Chili Cook-off in the Commons Saturday. 
· • ' , r • r .' 1....., r I • 1 ·,.:. :, · ·' r ,.. ,.1 r ' -J-
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High-speed Intern.et access 
could cost students extra money 
Continued from page 1 
Fuller said that though prices are still un-
der negotiation, it is estimated that 1.4 Mbps 
would cost around $20 a month and 4 Mbps 
would be around $30 a month. · 
He said the current ResNet system at the 
college is not appropriate. 
"The model probably more· appropriate is 
to provide a guaranteed amount of bandwidth 
for students to connect to ResNet and to al-
low the student to decide how ·they are go-
ing to use it," he said. 
The· college has consulted several Inter-
net providers, including Time Warner, Ver-
izon and Qwest Communications, and is wait-
ing to see proposals from those companies. 
"The demands have no where to go but 
up with new technology," he said "We 
couldn't go to a similar model without a sig-
nificant .amount of money that we don't 
have in this budget." 
Sophomore Diana De La Cruz said that 
though the ResNet system should change, stu-
dents should not have to pay for faster In-
ternet service. 
"We· already have to pay for cable, 
[long-distance] phone and other things that 
should be included in tuition," she said. "I 
don't think that I would be able to pay for 
Internet." 
Freshman Sarah Magliochetti said she 
would not be able to pay for an- upgrade. 
"I think if we have it now we shouldn't 





















model without a 
significant amount of 
Fuller 




not be the 
ve money that we d 
in this budget. same as 
standard 
-ED FULLER dial-up. Of-
The company manages parts of · the 
Southwestern University, Florida State 
University and University of Texas at 
Austin networks. 
With the Apogee model, each speed is 
guaranteed and is not subject to filtering based 
on content. 
"The bandwidth can be used for whatev-
er the student wishes, be it entertainment or 
academic pursuits," Fuller said. 
irector of IT-S ten 56K 
modems 
on e round 35K because of other fac-
tors. With the Apogee system, students would 
be guaranteed 56K. 
Fuller discussed the idea with the Stu-
dent Government Association Tuesday. 
Melissa DiCola, the Residence Hall As-
sociation representative to the Campus Life 
Committee, said the committee has not tak-
en a formal stance on the issue. 
The group is waiting until it can has more 
information to state an official opinion. 
THINKING ABou·T AD.DING A 
BUSINESS MAJOR OR MINOR? 
Requests to en:roll in 
Business Minors or 
Business Majors 
are due by March l. 
Requests recrived after March I ·wilt not be proc-essed 11•61 after 
commencement. · Applications can be picked up.from the School of 
Busin~Js Resou~ce Center (4"' F_loor Smiddy Hall). 
Center ,would bring scholars 
Continued from page 1 
U:nder the proposal, which must be dis-
cussed by the faculty, administration a:nd 
trustees before being granted approval, 
money from the Park and Pendleton en-
dowments would be diverted into a to-be-
created James B. Pendleton Institute for 
Communication. 
The proposal states the institute would 
"envision new models of communication 
theory and praxis in order to stimulate teach-
ing and research and to invigorate com-
munication in all its forms." 
If approved, it could provide a think tank 
for communication ideas and provide op-
portunities for professionals-, scholars- and 
artists-in-residence. . 
According to the proposal, professors 
from across the college could apply to be 
teachiqg fellows at the institute, and students 
would be able to complete undergraduate 
internships or graduate fellowships 
through the program. 
Additionally, the institute could present 
symposia and lecture series. -
Committee member Patricia Zimmer-
mann, professor of cinema and photography, 
said the committee looked at institutes at 
many other universities worldwide. : 
Such institutes provide spaces where 
learning can take place outside of the class-
room, Zimmermann said. 
It gives the college a chance to do some-
thing new, Zimmermann said. 
"We're shaking out the cobwebs and get-
ting rid of our retro outfits," she said. 
She said she sees this as the second phase 
of the endowed gifts that will propel the col-
lege to a new level of recognition. 
Herndon said she hopes the institute 
would provide the college with the oppor-
tunity to bring in international and nation-
al communicators, artists, writers and 
scholars. 
She said students would benefit from in-
tellectual and artistic stimulus that could 
come out of such an institute. 
She stressed the flexibility of the proposal, 
which could expand to meet interest and in-
clude visitors for shorter periods of time, 
· The plan will change following faculty 
input, but no matter what the final plan be-
comes, Herndon said she hopes the ad-
ministration will support it. 
Mead Loop, assistant journalism pro-
fessor, also served on the committee but de-
clined to comment . 
Plans for financing the institute have not 
been_ set because the committee is only gain-
. ing inpµt on the proposal. 
"We ·weren't charged with being ac-
. countants," Zimmermann said. 
If th~ faculty decides it is interested in 
the proposal, another committee will de-
termine a budget and timeline for the plan, 
she said. 
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Scholar talks about life and learning 
Earlier this week renowned scholar 
Michael Eric Dyson came. to campus to in-
teract with students and faculty as this years 
Park Distinguished Visitor. He gave a 
speech titled "The Race Against Terror: The 
Terror of Race." · 
Dyson, a scholar, author and social critic, 
is the Avalon Foundation Professor in the Hu-
manities and African American Studies at the 
University of Pennsylvania. 
He sat down . with staff writer Andreas 
.Schneider to discuss life, education and the 
challenges of teaching. 
Andreas Schneider: I know in your book 
you called yourself "a work in progress"; 
what's your opinion of the career track 
outlook on most campuses? 
the work you do and how you portray your 
work. How could kids who haven't had the 
same background as you come to a simi-
lar understanding of the world? 
Michael Eric Dy'son: Obviously people 
have to have plans, designs, formats and in-
tentions . ... The problem comes, I think, when 
[that plan] hamstrings the opportunity for 
learning in broad varieties of environments, 
so that if you are so wedded to a particular 
format that enables you to reach your goals 
that you can't even experiment, be open to 
and broadly give in to the waters of differ:-
ent curricula or different pedagogical 
styles .... I'm an old-school intellectual in that 
sense. I believe in interdisciplinary, multi-
disciplinary thinking. . And that means 
you've gotta learn about different vocabu-
laries. You've gotta ·become conversant 
with a whole range of theories that are in-
digenous to and identifiable with different ar-
eas and spheres of knowledge .... [You] want 
to able to taste the different options, explore 
different avenues of learning things with self-
reflection. That's what college is for, and I'm 
always for more of that, not less of it. 
ELANA SUKERT/THE ITHACAN 
PARK DISTINGUISHED VISITOR Michael Eric Dyson, left, talks with sophomore 
Jonathan Mack, a Martin Luther King Jr._scholar, at a reception Monday. 
You might be a stable, well-situated sub-
urban person who has had nothing but sup-
port and nurture. That's great. That leaves you 
to be able to think critically and sharply about 
social issues and the relationship between 
your learning and the world in which you ex-
ist, and how you can facilitate greater 
democracy and better citizenship. That's 
beautiful. It happens to be that my own 
particular path ... has given me a kind of 
commitment to an experimental, improvisa-
tional style of scholarship that I hope is 
edifying and marks in my thrilling engage-
ment with ideas. So I don't begrudge other 
people for not having my experience, for 
lacking of the particulars of my environment 
of learning because many others have had 
wildly different experiences under wildly dif-
ferent circumstances from which I can 
draw. So I think the important thing is to be 
honest to who you are as you process and de-
velop and to appreciate different environ-
ments for their virtues and their insight.That's 
why when we · come to class or to school, 
we're able to learn from one another because 
we have, sometimes, such vastly different ex-
periences from which we can learn. 
contagious excitement for learning. Because 
this stuff is real to me, I'm not trying to make · 
this up. I'm excited about learning. 
Nab, really? 
That's the person that I should especial-
ly be challenged by .. ~· I want to get the per-
son who's thinking 'Man, I'm gonna come 
in 'your class, take this class, take that test, 
get my paper and move on.' That's my chal-
lenge. I'm out to convert you. 
" Well, you know, -I'm going to say ... · al-
low me to seduce you, to tempt you into 
thinking about X, Y and Z. . . : As long as 
you're open to new experiences, and you're 
susceptible to exciting and contagious beliefs 
and positions of thought and reflection that 
you heretofore hadn't been exposed to, then 
there's always the potential for conviction. 
... I always challenge people who are so rigid-
ly wedded to their own track or path or be-
liefs that they can't be open to other things. 
What's 3our purpose in life? Why do you 
do what do? 
I still feei a call from God to do what I 
do. To be a paid pest, to challenge orthodoxy 
both within the cµltures that I love to speak 
for and recognize, but also to challenge, the 
orthodox and mainstream beliefs of the dom-
inant culture. And to spread enlightenment 
and to communicate love wherever-I go, and 
to be able to practice what I preach. · So what of students who say 'I'm in college 
to get a degree, get a job, make some mon-
ey and retire'? So how are you going to challenge some- · You've had such a ·rouer-co~ter life, if I For a complete transcript of Dyson's inter-
view, go to..yww.ithaca.edulithaca.n. I want to challenge them with my hopefully . one like that? · can call it that. And I think it's evident in 
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Marching to the beat of a .different teacher 
Juniors round out faculty of elementary school 
BY WENDI DOWST 
Senior Writer 
another music note. Encouraging the. rest of 
the class to sing more loudly, she taught two 
volunteers the their part from a poster she 
As junior Allison Holst-Grubbe's students hung on the blackboard. 
walked into the music room at Immaculate She would later complain that she had for-
Conception School in Ithaca, she encouraged gotten a visual aid she had made of the lyrics, 
them to sing "We Shall Overcome." but said the .problem forced her to exercise . 
After congratulating them by adding a 11ote her improvisatory skills. 
to their music chart, the class discussed the "It made me adapt,'' she said. "I had to 
history of the song and the civil rights move- think: How am I going to fix this? How do 
ment. Using her clear, strong voice, Holst- I still be engaging and musical?"' 
Grubbe helped the students to repeat the vers- Unlike most student-teacher programs at 
es after her. the college, the junior teaching program al-
The music school's student-teacher pro- lows the students to see the long-term 
gram is one of the oldest on campus, estab- progress of the children they teach. 
lished in 1946 with the laboratory program Junior Beth Reichgott, who teaches a gui-
at Immaculate Conception School. tar class this semester, said the development 
The 23 children in the choir wore navy was evident in her pre-kindergarteners last ·se-
blue and white uniforms. Holst-Grubbe re- mester. At the beginning of the semester, one 
sponded to the students by name, asking them boy told her that he wouldn't participate be-
to sit up straight. cause he was "lazy." Her supervisory profes:.. 
She is one of the 16 junior vocal educa- sor tried to reassure her that he just wasn't ready. 
tion students who is teaching 40 minutes per "I thought he was just being a punk, but 
week at the parochinl elementary school, proJ by the end of the semester, he was just join-
viding the school's entire music program. All ing in," Reichgott said. "They're growing not 
of the junior vocal education students teach only as musicians but little people." 
weekly in similar programs before their in- -Reichgott said the challenge in student-
tensive placement in a school for a. block in , teaching is balancing many roles. At 11 a.m. 
their senior year. she is a student, at noon a teacher, at 2-p.m. 
Across the college, 510. students are in- a student again and at night a performer in 
"ERIN SAGERfrHE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR BETH REICHGOTT, works on guitar skills with Luke Miller during a music 
class at Immaculate Conception School in Ithaca. 
volvecj in 14 education programs. the opera "Cosi fan tutte." 
Holst-Grubbe's fifth- and sixth-graders, "Teaching takes over your life for a year," 
most close to the same height as her, groaned she said. "On top of that, there are five stu-
when she insisted they stand. Breaking down dent teachers that are in the opera and 0th-
each line of the song, Holst-Grubbe prompt- ers in the pit.;' 
ed the students to talk about the meaning of Patricia Tempesta, outreach coordinator 
the lyrics of "If I Had a Hammer." for the Center of Teacher Education, said 
B~cause clapping and swaying while most students are passionate about teaching 
learning the music proved distracting, she sat because of a teacher who inspired them. 
the students down to clap and learn the words. "It tells you something about the · impact 
"Some of tbe claps strayed; but you were of teaching," Tempesta said. "For our stu-
looking up here and trying your best,'l:HolsF dents, teaching is not a fall-back career." 
Grubbe told the students as she gave them . Holst-Grubbe is one efthose-stildents that 
was set on teaching because of teachers she had 
growing up. Now, her own teaching experi-
ences have confirmed her interest in the career. 
"Teachers made such a big difference in 
my life," she said. "I'd love to someday do 
that for just one kid." 
The practical experience also confirms that 
teaching is not for everyone. Eric Swanger, 
who graduated in December, said he earned 
a new respect for music teachers, but it was 
not what he expected . . 
"You get out 
·11.N .FORMATION SESSIONS] 
is what you signed up for," Swanger said. 
"I'm glad I tried it, but it didn't fit." 
Though the children can be an energetic 
handful, the student teachers have found them 
enthusiastic and generally responsive. One 
student approached Holst-Grubbe at the end 
of the semester and thanked her for being the 
class' music teacher. 
"It seemed like such a .simple thing to 
say, but she meant it," she said. "You can 
tell when the students are engaged and be-.. . _,, 
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Poll nam.es college 
top in northern U.S. 
BY KATIE MASLANKA · 
Assistant News Editor 
Ithaca College was named the "best" institution 
in the northern United States in a survey of 4,0CX) 
high school students from around the country. 
The survey, Project Connect 2003, was an attempt 
to evaluate the accuracy of college ranking systems. 
The survey asked college-bound students what char-
acteristics they considered to . be important when 
choosing a college. The respondents Wyre placed into 
four groups - north, south, midwest, and west -
and each group voted for its region's best 
institution. 
Sharon Policello, director of first year 
programs, said she was glad to see a sur-
vey that actually asked for the opinion 
of students. 
Larry Metzger, dean of enrolhnent plan-
ning, said the Project Connect survey used 
more accurate weights to rank colleges than 
the those used in U.S. News and World Re-
port. 
portant, but they don't weigh it highly," she said. 
Carolyn Ambrose, also a freshman, said she looked 
at other characteristics during her college search. 
She cited "how big the school was, how good 
the academics were," as things she considered. 
The results of the Project Connect survey 
showed that students ranked factors much dif-
ferently than U.S. News and World Report, the 
most popular college-ranking system. The mag-
azine weighs peer assessment of colleges most 
highly, at 25 percent of the total "grade" given 
to a college. Student-faculty ratio, rated highest 
by students in Project Connect, is only 
1 percent of U.S. News and World Re-
port's grade. 
Ambrose said she / looked at 
college rankings but didn't give them 
much credence. 
"I looked at it, and I saw that Ithaca 
was pretty high up there, but it didn't al-
ter my decision," she said. 
"I think they're a better reflection of 
what they say they are up front, which is 
a reflection of what the market wants ... 
Sometimes too. much weight is 
given to college ranking systems, Met-
zger said. 
METZGER Policello said while rankings can be 
useful, she thinks visiting a campus is 
crucial to making a decision about where to apply. what prospective students think are most important," 
he said. 
U.S. News and World Report's "America's Best 
Colleges 2004" ranked Ithaca College seventh in 
the northeastern region of the United States. 
According to the Project Connect results, 
student-faculty ratio played the biggest role in 
students' college search, followed closely by how 
institutions rated the college, average standardized 
test scores of incoming students and the propor-
tion of faculty who are full-time teachers. 
Freshman Alison Taroli said U.S. News and 
.. world Report gave too .much importance to the 
-wrong factors, like alumni donations to colleges. 
"Some of the stuff they have in there is im-
"I'm of the old school that says you should come 
and visit .and see if it feels right," she said. 
The Project Connect survey also ranked the Itha-
ca- College as the institution most students in the 
. north planned to apply to. 
Metzger said the rankings couldn't hurt ~ num-
ber of students applying to the college in the fu-
ture, but he said being ranked first in a survey was-
n 't the college's goal. 
"We're not a college that's about rankings. We're 
a college that's ~bout quality education," he said. 
•'I think the objective is to raise the profile .of the 
institution, to improve the academic offerings that 
are here." 
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Esteemed tliinkel' 
to speak on terror 
Philosopher's talk_part·ofyearlon,g series 
BY KELLI B. GRANT respect, Duncan said. For example, people will 
Special Projects Manager send relief money for a child "stuck down a 
well" that they see on the television news, but 
After the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, ignore suffering elsewhere in the country. · 
Americans came together in efforts to sup- On a larger scale, he said, some philoso-
port the victims and their families. ph~rs felt the compassion after the Sept. 11 
In the latest installment of the terrorist attacks was too fo-
college 's yearlong series, "Engag- cused on American problems. 
ing Democracy and Troubling the "[Nussbaum] will be arguing 
Water," a philosopher and Univer- that we.shouldn't throw it out the 
sity of Chicago professor will window - we should expand 
speak Friday about the public role it," he said. . 
of sympathy after Sept. 11. To support her argument, 
Martha Nussbaum, the Ernst Nussbaum will be drawing on 
Freud Qistinguished Service the Sept. 11 events and reflect-
Professor of Law and Ethics, ing on the nature of emotion and 
will give her lecture, "Compassion views of past philosophers, 
and Terror," at 7:30 p.m. in the NUSSBAUM Duncan said. 
Roy H. Park Auditorium. . "She's · a very charismatic 
Nussbaum was recently named one of speaker," he said. 
Time magazine's seven · 21st-century Nussbaum has a~thored numerous 
thinkers who are coming up with "the new books, includ.ing "The Fragility of Good-
ideas that will change the world." She has · ness: Luck and Ethics in Greek Tragedy and 
written and edited nurfieious . books on Philosophyt "Cultivating Humanity: A 
emotions, the law and social'Jtistice. Classical Defense of Reform in Liberal Ed-
Craig Duncan, assistant professor of ucation,~• "Sex · and · Social Justice," 
philosophy and religion, described Nussbaum '.'Women and Human Development," and 
as a woman committed to changing the world "Upheavals of Thought: The Intelligence of 
through ideas. · Emotions." · 
"She's one of the most influential Nussbaum's lecture is sponsored by the 
philosophers alive today," he said.' ''The . Department of Philosophy and Religion, the 
speech is a great opportunity to see·an amaz- Office of the Provost, the School of Hu-
ing mind at work." ·. · · manities and Sciences and the New York 
Duncan said Nussbaum will be reflecting Council for the Humanities. 
on the public outpouring of compassion to- The "Engaging Democracy and Troubling 
ward victims and their families. the Water" series will continue on Monday 
"It was ce~y admirable," he said. "But · with a film screening by Nisma Zamao '92. 
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FBI profiler to telltales 
of career experiences 
BY SHANE DUNN 
Staff Writer 
One of the nation's most distinguished 
FBI profilers will give a public lecture next 
week at the college. 
Retired FBI agent' · and Ithaca alum 
Gregg McCrary '67 will speak in Textor 102 
on Monday at 7 p.m. The lecture· 
is titled, "FBI Profiling of the 
Criminal Mind." 
the college's music school. 
DePalma said McCrary is cl;n example of 
the benefits students gain from attending an · 
institution like Ithaca College. 
"I think that Mr. McCrary's experiences 
are a testament to how attending a compre-
. hensive institution like Ithaca College' can 
prepare you by providing opportunities io 
take courses and develop interests 
and skills in a whole host of di-
verse areas," she said. 
She hopes students will take 
from McCrary''s visit that there 
is "no single path to get where 
you are going, and life is full of 
choice points and surprises." 
McCrary intends to talk 
about what exactly profiling is as 
well as some of the myths sur- -
rounding its practice, said Mary 
Turner DePalma, assistant pro-
fessor of psychology. She said he 
will also talk about some of the 
specific wprk he has done profil-
ing serial inurderers and rapists. MCCRARY 
Peter Bardaglio, provost and 
vice president of academic affairs, 
also thinks McCrary 's career path 
makes clear the advantages of a 
college education that combines McCrary worked for the FBI 
for 25 years, first as a special agent and then 
as a criminal profiler. 
He has conducted more than 1,000 
criminal investigations during his tenure with 
the FBI. He has consulted on such high pro-
file cases as the Scarborough Rapist, Green 
River Killers and Sam Sheppard. 
Since retiring as supervisory special 
agent at the Behavioral Science Unit of the 
FBI Academy in Quantico, Va., he has pro-
vided expert testimony in civil and criminal 
litigation both nationally and international-
ly. He also provides expert commentary to 
major television networks. 
While working at the Academy in Quan-
tico, McCrary analyzed crimes and crime 
scenes, constructed behavioral profiles of un-
known offenders and provideq threat 
analyses and dangerousness assessments of 
offenders and crime scenes. 
Although Mccrary has spent the past 25 
years working as a profiler, he graduated from 
professional and liberal learning. 
"Who would have thought a music ma-
jor could become one of the world's most 
experienced profilers of violent crimes?" 
he said. • 
Because of the success of television 
shows such as "CSI," "Cold Case" and "The 
Profiler" and the popularity they have 
among college students, DePalma is ex-
pecting that McCrary's experiences will 
stimulate student interest from all of the 
schools across the college. 
· · Copies of his book "The Unknown 
Darkness: Profiling the Predators Among Us," 
will be available for sale and autographing. 
The .lecture is sponsored by all ti ve 
schools, Office of the Provost, Office of Pub-
lic Safety, Office of Alumni Relations, Di-
vision of Interdisciplinary and Internation-
al Studies and the departments of psychol-
ogy and sociology. The speech is free and 
open to the public, but space is limited. 
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Feb.5 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: Hill Center 
SUMMARY: Person reported sustaining ankle 
injury from_ stepping in pothole on Feb. 4. No 
assistance from Off ice of Public Safety at the 
time. Patrol Officer Dirk Hig!itchew. 
Aggravated harassment 
LOCATION: Terrace 11 
SUMMARY: Caller reported an unknown per-
son made a harassing, possibly bias-relat-
ed/homophobic statement over the phone 
on Feb. 4. Case under investigation. 
Investigator Laura Durling. 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: Park Ha!I 
SUMMARY: Caller reported falling down the . 
stairs. Officer transported person to the 
Health Center. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartn.,ent 1 
SUMMARY: Caller reported sustaining knee-' 
injury after slipping on sidewalk. Officer 
transported person to Health Center. Patrol 
Officer Craig Reynolds. · 
Feb.6 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 2 
SUMMARY: ~aller reported a.large p~rty and 
loud music. Five judicially referred for viola-
tion of the alcohol policy and excessive 
noise. Patrol Officer William Kerry. . 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Campus Center 
. by a~irty _ 
,........,orvwas taken 
down and replaced and system was-reset. 
E1;wironmental Health and Safety-Officer 
Doug Gordner. 
Aggravated" harassment 
LOCATION: Campus Center 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons called and left harassing phone mes-
sages. Ca~ under investigation. Patrol 
Officer_ Dirk Hight~hew. 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: All other 
SUMMARY: Caller reported members of a 
college sports c1ub caused property dam-
age on Jan. 24 and 25 while at an event. 
Investigation to continue. Investigator Laura 
Durling . . 
Unlawful posting 
LOCATION: Terrace. 11 
SUMMARY: Caller reported persons passing 
out fliers for a local business. Subjects 
were warned by officer. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
Harassment 
LOCATION: Whalen Center for Music 
SUMMARY: Caller reported an altercation. 
Officer interviewed one person; second per-
son had left the scene. Case under investi-
gation. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
Reckless endangerment 
LOCATION: Landon Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown persons 
threw a couch off the balcony. Case under 
investigation. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
KEY 
ABC - Alcohol beverage control law 
CMG - Cayuga Medical Center · 
DWI - Driving while intoxicated 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - Motor vehicle accident 
RA - Resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V&T - Vehicle and traffic violation 
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Pub I ic Safety 
Follow-up 
LOCATION: Office of Public Safety 
SUMMARY: Officers located the second per-
son involved in earlier altercation in the 
Whalen Center. One judicially referred. 
· Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: Hill Center 
SUMMARY: Caller reported person sustained 
a cut above the eye by accidentally running · 
into another play~r. Person declined med-
ical treatment and was transported to CMG 
by a friend. Environmental Health and 
Safety Officer Enoch Perkins. 
Follow-up 
LOCATION: Terrace 9 
SUMMARY: Officer spoke with residents 
abou,t college property found in residence 
hall room over winter break. Five judicially 
referred for possession of stolen property. 
Security.Officer Aaron Price. 
'Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Hilliard Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported odor of marijua-
na. One student judicially referred for pos-
sessio~ of marijuana. Patrol Officer Donald 
Lyke. 
Aggravated harassment 
LOCATION: East Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown persons 
making annoying phone calls. Pending 
inve~tigation. Patrol Officer: Donald Lyke. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Rowland Hall 
SUMMARY: Fire alarm caused by moisture 
buildup in the dala~ Plant wiH · 
replace the detector. System reset. 
· Environmental He·alth and Safety Officer 
Enoch Perkins. 
Found property 
LOCATION: Williams Hall 
SUMMARY: Cell phone found and turned 




SUMMARY: Officer reported an odor of mari-
juana. Two students judicially referred for 
possession of marijuana. Patrol Officer 
Donald Lyke .. 
· Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: J-lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported being pushed. 
One student judicially referred for harass-
ment and for failure to comply. Patrol 
Officer Donald Lyke. 
Conduct code violation . 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 18 
SUMMARY: Caller reported noise complaint. 
Five students judicially referred for posses-
sion of alcohol and providing alcohol to 
minors. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: College Circle parking lot 
SUMMARY: Officer reported person with 
alcohol. One student judicially referred for 
possession of alcohol and for providing false 
· information. Security Officer Fred Stickane. 
Feb.8 
Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Bogart Hall 
SuMMARY:.Officer reported odor of 
marijuana .. Four students judicially referred 
for possession of marijuana. Patrol Officer 
Dirk Hightchew. 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATION: Clarke Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported person with 
alcohol. One student judicially referred for 
· underage possession of alcohol. Security 
Officer Aaron Price. 
. . 
I n_cident Log 
Conduct code violation 
LOCATI_ON: Lyon Hall ' 
SUMMARY: Officer reported person with 
alcohol. One student judicially referred for 
underage possession of alcohol. Security 
. Officer Aaron Price. 
V & T violation/1ictitious license 
LOCATION: Lyon Hall . 
. SUMMARY: While investigating alcohol 
complaint, person provided altered dri-
ver's license as .identification. Officer 
issued person a uniform traffic ticket for 
possession of fictitious license for Ithaca 
Town Court. Patrol Officer Richard 
· Curtiss. 
V & T violation/suspended registration 
LOCATION: Main campus road 
SUMMARY: During a vehicle and traffic 
stop, the officer found that the operator 
• had a.suspended registration. The officer 
· issued a uniform traffic ticket for suspend-
ed registration for Ithaca Town Court. The 
driver and passenger were also issued 
uniform traffic tickets for not wearing seat 
belts. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Feb.9 
Unlawful. possMslon/marljuana 
LOCATION: West Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller rePQrted odor of marijua-
na. Two students judicially referred for pos-
session of marijuana. Patrol Officer Dirk 
Hightchew. 
Flreaiarm 
LOCATION: Hilliard. Hall 
SUMMARY: Fire alarm caused by cigarette 
smoke. Syste'!' reset. Patrol Officer Terry o·~~- . . . . · . . . 
• . ---~,~-,.,,,··-•-U 
Medlcal assist 
. LOCATION: O-lot · 
SUMMARY:'Walk-in reported falling down 
due to icy conditions. Patrol Officer Dirk 
Hightchew. 
Feb. 10 
Assist other agency/TCSD 
LOCATION: All ottier/Danby Road 
SUMMARY: Caner reported altercation with a 
known person. TCSD deputy responded 
. and a report was filed. Patrol Officer Terry 
O'Pray. 
Motor vehicle accident 
LOCATION: Phy~ical Plant parking lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a one-car proper-
ty damage MVA. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
Suspicious circumstance 
LOCATION: Rowland Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons left footprints outside window. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer Justin 
Benson. 
-La~ceny 
LOCATION: Towers dining hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported theft of PL!rSe. 
Pending investigat"ion. Patrol Officer Justin 
Benson. 
Fire alarm 
LOCATION: Rowland Hall 
SUMMARY.: Fire alarm due to moisture built 
up in the detector. Detector repaired and 
the system was reset. Environmental 
Health and Safety Officer Enoch Perkins. 
Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Landon Hall 
SUMMARY: Officer reported pea.pie with mar-
ijuana. Two students judicially referred. 
Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
Feb. 11 
V&T violation/leavi,ng the scene 
LOCATION: Physical Plant parking lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported that an unknown 
vehicle struck a parked car. Pending investi-
gation. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
Motor vehicle accident 
Location: K-lot 
Summary: ·caller reported a two-car proper-
ty damage MVA. Officer issued one of the 
operators a uniform traffic ticket for unsafe 
backing. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
Feb. 12 
V& T violation/DWAI 
LOCATION: Main campus road 
SUMMAR_.Y: During a vehicle and traffic stop, 
officer arrested the operator for possession 
of marijuana and for priving while ability 
impaired by drugs. Two uniform traffic tick-
ets were issued: one for DWAl/drugs and 
one for failure to display license plate. ·An 
appearance ticket was issued for unlawful 
possession of marijuana. All tickets were 
w_ritten for Ithaca Town Court. Patrol Officer· 
William Kerry. 
Assist other agency,1PO 
LQ9ATION: All other/Coddington Road 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown persons 
made suspicious phone call. Pending investi-
gation. Security Officer James Conlon. 
Medical assist 
LOCATION: ·campus Center 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a person fell and 
injur:ed elbow. Person was transported to 
CMG. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
V & T vlolatlonlleaving the scene 
LOCATION: Y-lot 
· SUMMARY: Caller reported that an unknown 
vehicle struck a parked car. Pending inves-
tigation. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
S a computer on 
the college network sharing copyrighted 
material. One student judicially referred 
copyright violation. Patrol Officer Justin 
Benson. 
Aggravated harassment 
LOCATION: West Tower 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per~ 
sons made harassing phone calls. Pending 
investigation. Patrol Officer Dirk Hightc_hew .. 
Unlawful possession/marijuana 
LOCATION: Boothroyd Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported odor of marijua-
na. Three students judicially referred for · 
possession of marijuan~. Sgt. Ronald H~rt. 
Feb. 13 
Disorderly conduct 
LOCATION: College Circle Apartment 16 
SUMMARY: Caller :reported person damaged 
property. Person located and restricted 
from the college campus. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
Unlawful possessi.on/marijuana 
LOCATION: Terrace 12 
SUMMARY: Caller reported odor of marijuana. 
One student judicially·referred for possession 
of marijuana. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
Motor vehicle accident 
LOCATION: T-lot 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a two-car proper-
ty damage MVA. Report taken. Patrol 
Officer Richard Curtiss. 
Computer crimes 
LOCATION: Hood Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported a computer on the 
college network sharing copyrighted materi- . 
al. One student judicially referred for copy-
right violation. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
Criminal mischief 
LOCATION: Lyon Hall 
SUMMARY: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged a toilet. Pending investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
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Quote of the week 
"When I saw him go down, I didn't think he got 
hurt. Then he was quivering. I saw he was knocked 
out, and the wheels came out. I knew it was bad." 
Matthias Keib, Page 23 
Editorials 
Funds develop H&S 
New grant monks push student research 
The new grant program in the School of Hu-manities and Sciences is a fine example of the ways in whicli Ithaca College can expand its . 
academic research offerings while remaining a stu-
dent-centered learning environment. 
The college will never be a major research insti-
tution, nor should it be. Students' education, not fac-
ulty projects, should be the focus of the college, and 
this program allows just that. 
Humanities and Sciences students can apply for 
grants of up to · $1,000 to support course-related re-
search, collaborative research between students and 
faculty and students' independent projects. 
Already such research is going on within the 
sciences as faculty members involve students in 
studies covering everything from elephant commu-
nications to bird migrations. Much of that re·search, 
however, is funded through outside resources. Now 
the college has recognized the. value of adding a re-
search component to an ~dergraduate education and 
allowing that research to be driven not by faculty 
interest, but by student curiosity. 
This program should set the School of Humani-
ties and Sciences apart from other institutions that of-
. fer similar majors, Like the school's already successful 
Honors Program, grants like these Will be a key fac-
tor in recruiting and retaining intellectually minded 
students who seek more than just an invigorating 
classroom experience. · · 
Furthermore, alumni who see the products and suc-
cess of this program will be likely to donate further 
and help continue to support such the grants. 
The college should carefully monitor what this pro-
gran;i ptoduces over tfle QQ1 year._an«U,f it iaa auc-
cessruras it ought to be, the grant program should 
be funded on a more permanent basis and no longer 
be based solely on_donations. · 
Pitfalls to plowing lots 
Students should have received e-mails_ 
Physical Plant and Residential Life are to be com-
mended for their recent efforts to clear mounds of snow 
from student parking lots. Driving in lots was treach-
erous, and parking spaces were poorly defined, leav-
ing significantly less room for cars. 
The problem with the plowing, however, was com-
munication. Notes were left_ on students' cars warning 
them to move or risk being towed, but many students 
rarely visit their cars. If friends had not alerted them 
of the plowing, their cars would have been towed. 
-Next time an event like this occurs, an e-mail should 
be sent to all affected students. Although the assump-
tion is made that students often banish e-mails from the 
college directly to the trash, it would be hard to over-
look an e-mail that warned of the impending plowing. 
Using multiple communication tactics would bett~r 
inform the campus. 
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Public participates 
Ithaca College regularly makes 
available diverse educational opportu-
nities including film series, teach-ins, 
~ exhibits and g~est speakers. Cam-
students can learn about different aca-
demic disciplines. Also they present di-
- verse perspectives because they are of-
ten sponsored by student groups like 
Students for a Just Peace, Youpg De-
mocratic Socialists and Ithaca-College 
Republicans. 
Reading .Alex josephson's letter, 
"Planning soured Spike," I didn't doubt 
there were "hordes of non-Ithaca stu-
dents" attending the Spike Lee event. 
During my time at Ithaca College, most 
guest lectures were well attended by Itha-
ca residents, who often made up the ma-
jority of the audience. However, this.was 
never a result of limited seating. 
Unfortunately,. · student interest 
never seemed enough to fill the 
seats. I hope things have changed, and 
I suspect the high student attenda·nc~ 
is more a reflection of Spike Lee's 
celebrity than an increased student in-
' terest in campus events. 
I'm sorry Josephson did.n!t get into 
Spike Lee's lecture, but questioning the 
administration's loyalty seems a bit ex-
treme. The Student Activities Board. that 
presented the event asked professors to 
"please extend this invitatjon to every-
one you know." Although it was SAB 
that extended the invitation to the 
greater Ithaca community, it wouldn't 
surprise me if this were an Ithaca Col-
lege administrative policy. 
However, until there is consistent stu-
dent attendance to guest lectures and oth-
er campus events, why shouldn't there 
be an open invite extended to the com-
munity? It would be a shame to have 
some of the world's most innovative 
thinkers speaking to empty seats. 
REBECCA SYMES '03 
Support city ordinance . 
We, as permanent residents of 
South Hill and members of the South 
Hill Civic Association (SHCA), 
would like to thank The Ithacan for the 
thoughtful and balanced Feb. 19 edi-
torial, "Party life must shift." 
We take the stance that college rev-
elry does not mean the privilege of loud 
and obnoxious parties in a residential 
Letters 
neighborhood without expecting re-
dress. As homeowners who welcome 
students, we are obligated to protect the 
long-term interests of out communi- . 
ty. Therefore, we support the efforts of 
East Hill and SQuth.Hill students and 
spectful, harmonious coexistence that 
upholds the interests, rights and oblig-
ations of everyone. We strongly support 
the city's efforts to revise the noise or-
dinance so that enforcement efforts are 
strengthened. 
SALLY LOCKWOOD 
· Cornell University library staff 
and South Hill resident 
troversial topics. However, it is the job 
of a politics professor to teach in a fair 
and balanced manner, and Santiago's'in-
ability to do just that should put ·his job 
in jeopardy when the college finally~ 
adopt an ~tellectual Diversity policy. 
ANDREW MORRISH '04 
Ideas polarized already 
Those who call for ideological di-
versity on college camp~ses should con-
sider the followin~: 
A recent survey revealed that more 
than ~O percent of people in the armed 
forces vote or are inclined to vote Re-
publican. Should we not demand ideo-
Santiago's view narrow logical diversity t11ere too?' This over-
whelming allegiance of the military to 
I am writing in response to the opin- one party is quite recent and is perhaps 
ion articl~ written by Professor far more dangerous to democracy than 
Charles Santiago on Intellectual Di- the lack of ideological diversity in the 
versity. It seems to me that this article academy. What about'civil servants? Or 
(and this professor) is exactly why this in the private sector of commerce (the 
campus needs an intellectual diversity corollary to private higher education)? By 
policy. This closed-minded author's the logic of the College Republicans' ini-
only real intent was to bad-mouth tiative, corporations should also promote 
prominent Republicans, belittle the ideological diversity. 
beliefs of Conservatives and promote Anecdotal evidence from friends in 
a campus policy that would infringe on the corporate world suggests that, like 
First Amendment rights. the military, the atmosphere at many 
The author states that students corporations is quite ideologically 
learn about conservative ideologies,just conservative and often makes em-
not those endorsed by local Republi- ployees who are not conservative feel 
cans. In other words, Ithaca College very uncomfortable. 
students learn only the negative aspects Without question, the college envi-
of extreme conservative ideologies. The ronment should be one in which the free 
professor then goes on to prove this by exchange of ideas is encour-
showing exactly what he teaches (and aged. Bringing ideologically diverse 
how this represents what he believes). . ·speakers to campus can indeed be a great 
He calls Pat Buchanan an anti-Semite. · learning experience - hearing out peo-
He compares· President Bush to pie with whom we disagree and devel-
Adolph Hitler. This is how this oping thoughtful critiques of their ideas 
professor teaches about conservative can expose sloppy thinking wherever it 
beliefs! Never does he mention any crops up. This country is as ideologically 
legitimate aspects of Conservatism; he polarized as it's been in decades. Ad 
simply glo~ses over issues he does not homonyms pass for political 
agree with by reducing the discussion debate. Creating an atmosphere in 
to sophomoric name-calling. which reasonable people can disagree and 
This professor's challenge to the col:- learn from each other seems a very no-
lege not to endorse or finance ideologies ble goal and one I tertainly try to culti-
that discriminate against people is a clear vate in my own classroom. Creating man-
attempt to silence the more rightist stu- · dates for ideological diversity in higher 
dents on campus. Any attempt to weed education or anywhere else, however, is 
out speakers based on ideology is an in- a fool's errand at best and a threat to 
fringement of the rights of students and democracy at worst. 
presenters alike. There should be forums 
for all extreme ideas and equal funding 
should go toward diverse topics. It is not 
the job of Ithaca College_ to "protect" its 
students from diverse and possibly CO!)-
Ml~HAEL 8. SMITH 
Assistant Professor, History 
See LETTERS, Page 12 
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Marriage's 1,049 rights 
must be available to all 
"While I understand you claim to have a • 
domestic partner, I need to see proof. 
Since you don't have a marriage 
certificate or some. o~her symbol of your 
relationship, I'll need to see material 
evidence of her." 
But I have a domestic partner certificate. 
"Nope, that's not good enough. You need 
a marriage license." 
But I can't get one. 
"I guess you have to 
bring her in." 
Do you require your 
heterosexual faculty and 
staff to bring in their 
spouses? 
"No, of course not." 
Perhaps the woman 
in the Human 
SARAH Resources office here 
JEFFERIS at · 'Ithaca College, 
Guest Writer whose name I cannot 
recall, was new or not aware of the college's 
nondiscrimination policy. 
Though the word "marriage" is wrapped 
in a heterosexual-patriarchal ribbon, it 
carries with it other rights. If I were married 
private either. They ar~ married in 
public, and they receive the rights and 
privileges of that public relationship when 
they emerge frpm their homes. 
interracial couples. It has been 
37 years since the courts recognized 
interracial marriages, and now such 
commitments seem quotidian. 
to a man, I'd be entitled to 1,049 rights 
thanks to that marriage license. These 
include the right to ~ake decisions about 
my partner's health, th~ right to protection 
under immigration laws, the right to 
remains, the right to veteran's benefits, the 
right to file joint taxes, the right to 
employment benefits, the right to second-
parent adoption. Being a lesbian and in love 
with my wife is not just something I do in 
private. I aµ}• not only gay when I am home 
and alQ.~. I am witty and pretty and gay 
~ -ee-liundred and s~xty-five days of the 
The 14th Amendment states that "all 
citizens and persons born in the Unite_d 
Despite the so-called power of the 
Termir.iator, more than 3,000 couples from 
all over the United States have done it in San 
Francisco. They are doing it in Sandoval 
County, N.M. They are going to do it 
Massacl:lusetts in May. They ~ght even do . 
if Platts6urg, N. Y, where the openly gay· 
Republican mayor Daniel Stewart has gone 
on record as being for same-sex marriage. 
Gay marriage is good for the economy. I 
challenge Mayor -Carolyn Peterson to step 
up to the plate - to place Qur "enlightened" 
city on the map. 
. States are entitled to equal protection 
under the law." As a lesbian citizen born in 
Vjrginia, it is my constitutional· right to 
marry my partner. We each pay taxes. To 
deny us ilie right to marry is to deny us our 
civil rights as well as our human rights. 
Anything less than a marriage license 
marks my love and me as second- class 
citizens, women who are somehow 
inferior or morally abject. 
year. . 
The California Terminator and all other 
heterosexuals are not just married in 
Indeed, the language of the anti-gay 
marriage movement, which demands that · 
marriage must only be between a man and a 
woman, reeks_of the ethos .used against · . 
Sarah Jefferis is an assi~tani professor of 
writing. E-mail he,r at sjefferis@ithaca.edu. 
The Way 
I ·See It 
Experiences in Army. 
guide present outlook· 
Fear. You think you know 
what it is until one cold 
December day you are 
standing in front of your 
Command Sergeant 
Major, getting warning 
orders that you and the 
men and women 
around you may soon 
be deployed to one of 
the hottest places on 
Earth ... Iraq. 
team, an army of one. I was 
completing courses designed 
to tum the civilian into the 
soldier, learning to·save the life 
of my · battle buddy, 
taking 15-kilometer 
road marches with a 
50-pound rucksack on 
my back and an M-
16A2 in my hands, 
port arms. I was facing 
my biggest fears, over-
coming them and 
volunteering my time 
Not knowing when 
the orders would 
actually arrive. Not 
knowing if I was in 
deployable status, or 
whether I would make 
SARAH · and life to the country 
BROWN that has given me the 
Guest Writer free.dam I have today. 
I graduated from 
it back, once deployed. These 
are some of the fears that men 
and women of the U. S. 
Military, like myself, face day 
in and day out. 
I enlisted in the Army 
_National Guard as Private First 
Class Sarah Brown, military 
police, in April of 2002, at a 
time when any ~houghts of re'-
entering Iraq were in the minds 
and offices of only our nation's 
leaders. 
In the summer of 2002, 
while my fellow cl~ssmates 
were visiting their families or 
taking vacations, I was in Fort 
Leonard Wood, in Missouri, 
rolling in the mud and learning 
what it is to be a member of a 
basic training and returned 
home in August and to classes at 
Ithaca College. 
In December we were 
warned of possible deployment 
to Iraq. I was pumped and ready 
to go, only to find out that 
because I had to complete my 
training, l was non-deployable. 
In February when my unit, the 
105th MP Co., received its 
orders and was sent to Fort 
Drum for pr~-mobil_ization 
training, I was left behind · to 
wait for my orders for training. 
Taking a year off of college 
to complete the training I 
needed would leave me at Ithaca 
College, while my classmates, 
the class of 2003, would go off 
COURTESY OF SARAH BROWN 
SENIOR SARAH BROWN joined the Army National Guard in 
2002 . . Her military unit will be stationed in Kosovo in 2005. 
to start.,their new lives. 
Advanced Individual Train-
ing to become a Military Police 
Officer is where soldiers do 
classroom work: learn the 
difference between an 
apprehen~ion and an arrest, the 
proper way to handcuff 
someone and how to complete 
all necessary paperwork. This is 
also where we learned to drive 
the HMMWV; to assault a 
building and once inside, how 
to "clear a room" like a SWAT 
team; and how to shoot a 9 mm 
pistol. This is the poi~t in 
training where "privates" 
become "soldiers." 
I do not regret enlisting in 
the military. I regret not getting 
my commission or going active 
duty. Every day spent in the 
military-has been an exciting 
and unpredictable day. 
Although I have not been 
deployed yet, I do know that in 
August, I will be spending two 
weeks in .Italy. And in 2005, my 
unit and I will be in Kosovo. 
I have lost two members of 
my unit to this date: Heath 
McMillan and Michael. 
Williams, both in Iraq. I read 
the following quote once, and it 
couldn't fit better: "I've learned 
that heroes are the people 
who do what has to be done, 
when it ne~ds to be 
done, regardless of the 
consequences." 
Sarah Brown is a senior business 
admnistration major. E-mail her 
at sbrown4@itha.ca.edu. 






gets surprising support 
We should all take a moment to thank 
Jason Mattera and the rest of Roger 
Williams University's College Rep-
ublicans who have so courageously taken 
a step toward racial equality by 
establishing a whites-only scholarship 
fund for their Rhode Island college. 
After all, it's about time someone 
created a scholarship for white people. 
Pasty-faced Caucasians have struggled 
for centuries in a racist country thafs 
discriminated against them based on their 
skin color. Without fearless advocates 
like Mattera, how would white students 
ever have a chance to get ahead? 
The ne»7ly created whites-only 
scholarship, established in protest of 
affirmative action and minority 
scholarships, drew extensive national and 
even international attention when the 
student Republican group' issued its first 
scholarship at a ceremony last week. · 
The lucky winner of this first 
scholarship, junior ' Adam Noska, 
received only $250, and, after 
encountering extensive criticism, gave 
the money to charity anyway. Bui the 
dollar details of this award. are essentially 
irrelevant. The fact of the matter mnains: 
A group of students, at Roger W°dliams 
:University is uncomfQrtable with 
- _minority scholarships because they feel 
that white students should be entitled to 
any and all of the · world.'s . schol~hip 
. p9ney. And, they' re o~viousl 
(including the state Republican Party), 
but much of the feedback it's received has 
been praise for the valor and 
righteousness of its initiative. Web Log · 
discussions and other online forums have 
spurred many individuals, apparently 
silenced by their whiteness until now, to 
issue overdtamatic statements of relief at 
· the fact that someone finally did 
something to help white students. 
In addition to praise, the gr:oup's 
scholarship fund has received thousands 
of dollars in donations, which have poured 
in from across the country since the award 
first received media attention last week. 
The incredible support the group has 
received serves as evidence of the skewed . 
understanding of racial disparities, 
affirmative action and minority 
scholarships that we as Americans hold 
Believe it or not, scholarship money 
- like higher education itself - is still 
more accessible to white students than to 
nonwhites. Nevertheless, Mattera_ has 
professed repeatedly that white students 
on college campuses are "inherently at a 
disadvantage." All~gedly fighting for 
fairness, he and the other College 
Republicans created thjs scholarship fund 
to provide whites with opportunities 
equal to those available to nonwhites. 
Perhaps to further this goal, the group 
should consider working toward equal 
opportunities for whites in other areas. -
Shouldn't whites have equal opportunities 
to attend lousy, underfunded public 
schools? How about an equal opportunity 
to have their scholarships discredited? 
Their every action scrutinized? 
Clearly, supporters of this scholarship 
and the ideology it represents are not 
interested in equal opportunities. But it 
seem~ few people. are. Though the creation 
of this scholarship was · a fairly lame 
expression of objections to affirmative 
action, it could have sparked some serious 
dialogu~. So far, though, I've heard little 
more than relieved praise and cries of white 
victimhood. What are we so afraid of! 
Just a Thought appears_ in this space 
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Attend diversity forum 
The Ithaca College Republicans were 
surprised by last week's piece titled "In-
tellectual diversity trapped by Liberalism," 
by Charles Santiago. Our group, in con-
junction with several campus organizations, 
is sporisoring a public forum on the topic 
of intellectual diversity this Tuesday at 7 
p.m. in Textor 103. We hope that anyone 
interested in this important issue will 
come and participate, and we look forward 
to working with the campus community re-
garding this issue. 
ICR is certainly not trying to "ensnare" 
progressives as Santiago claims, nor is our 
campaign only promoting only certain ide-
ol0gies. Instead, a move toward intellectu-
al diversity will improve our institution 
through increased political awareness, debate 
and engagement with a wide variety of ide-
ologies. Certainly, the study of liberalism in 
all its facets is a part of our program, as well 
as ideologies that directly criticize it. We feel 
that learning about a range of perspectives 
will only inform and strengthen students' ide-
ologies while also broadening their horizons. 
ROGER CUSTER '04 
PETER DAVIS '06 
KEVIN O'NEILL '05 
JEN HERBOLSHEIMER '05 
JESSE KATEN '05 
Ithaca College Republicans 
Executive Board 
Queen deseives respect 
The Feb. 19 issue of The Ithacan ran an 
opini0n piece entitled "Intellectual diversity 
trapped by Liberalism" by professor Charles 
Santiago. At one point in the piece, Santiago 
talks about how "progressive/liberals are of-
ten uncritically reproducing- conservative and 
discriminatory ideologies." As examples of this, 
he points to speakers invited for Black Histo-
OPINION 
ry Month, among them a queen and a mem-
ber of the Nation of Islam. · 
It is obvious from the way Santiago -
writes, putting the word "queen" in quotation 
marks, that he does·not consider Queen Quet 
of the Gullah/Geechee people a queen. -I was 
present whe~ Queen Quet came to speak. I did 
not see Professor Santiago in the audience. She 
was elected First Queen Mother and official 
spokesperson for the Gullah/Geechee nation 
after she spoke before the United Nations 
on behalf of her people in 1999. Putting 
her title in quotation marks shows a lack 
of ' respect and a lack of intellectual 
diversity. Additionally, having heard Queen 
Quet speak, I can say that I did not take 
anything she said to be "conservative and 
discriminatory." 
Professor Santiago also refers to the Nation 
ofl~lam as "a notoriously sexist, homophobic, 
anti-Semitic, capitalist cult." I, and my sup-
porters listed below my name, believe that no 
matter how you feel about different faiths and 
religious groups, you must respect other peo-
ple's beliefs. At the yery least, you need to sub-
stantiate inflammatory claims. Selectively 
idenlifying the Nation of Islam a "capitalist 
cult" shows a considerable lack of respect. 
The Nation of Islam practices a faith that . 
has been around since A.D. 620 and has deep 
religious/cultural connections to Judaism and 
Christianity. 
ANGELITA ELLISON '06 
MANDI MORNINGSTAR '07 
JONATHAN MACK '06 
SEAN EVERSLEY-BRADWELL 
Assistant Professqr, 
Center for Teacher Education 
Unbiased teaching needed 
I would like to address professor Santiago's 
article entitled "Intellectual diversity trapped 
by Liberalism." As most people are aware, 
there exists a wide spectrum of ideas and be-
liefs within our country, and it is wrong (and 
harmful) for professors to restrict critical think-
ing by pr~viding no sensible alternative to their 
Is your 
own. In his article, Santiago discredits all con-
servatives and their ideologies because he be-
lieves that they all "endorse policies that have 
racist, sexist, anti-Semitic and anti-Islamic, ho-
mophobic, classist or other negative implica-
tions. Instead, he "educates" his students by 
belittliqg Conservative beliefs with ignorant 
and short-sighted comparisons of President 
George W. Bush and Adolph Hitler. This type 
of one-sided instruction is exactly what polit-
ically shrewd students at this college hope to 
abolish through an intellectual diversity re-
quirement on campus. 
I hope this forward-thinking college does 
not take professor Santiago's request and stop 
financing conservative speakers. Doing so 
would infringe on the First Amendment 
rights of students who should be entitled to hear 
differing points of view and judge them for 
themselves. I challenge"Ithaca College to prove 
to everyone that it is committed to offering an 
unbiased education and creating an environ-
ment in which students' political ideologies an~ 
not mocked through inaccurate comparisons. 
If, as a society, we are to strive for diversity, 
we must not sit idly by while young minds are 
taught that only one possible ideological view 
is "intellectually based" and therefore valid. 
Santiago must not be allowed to continue his 
narrow-minded tirade. 
WILLIAM CHAPIN '07 
'Miracle' misunderstood 
Charlie · Ellsworth's tribute to the 
"lessons" to be learned from "Miracle" de-
mands a response. · 
Many people will see this film and recall 
films like "Remember the Titans" and 
"Hoosiers" that honor similar coaches. In the 
film, Brooks is an authoritarian bordering on 
tyrant. His coaching methods are brutal, de-
humanizing and decepti_ve. In no meaning-
ful way does he treat his players, as 
Ellsworth claims, as adults. 
The athlete who challenges the authoritar-
ian coach loses the battle every time. That's 
why the dominant component of "charac~er" 
friend 
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as reported by athletes is loyalty. Athletic in-
stitutions foster an environment of compliance 
("Do what you 're told") rather than indepen-
dence and critical thinking. · 
A system based on authoritarian rule leads 
to a never-ending set of "scandals" on col-
lege campuses involving athletes' behavior. 
• Currently, the University of Colorado is 
dealing with a coach who showed so much 
respect for one of his players (Katie Hni-
da) that he actually said, "Katie was a girl, 
and not only was she a girl, she was terri-
ble. There's no other way to say it." The 
fact that Gary Barnett is still being paid by 
Colorado speaks volumes about how the in-
stitution lacks the courage to stand up to 
such a bully. 
"Miracle" demonstrates that the question 
is never "What works?" All kinds of bru-
tality, dictatorial and tyrannical methods 
"work." The question is, in a democracy, 
"How do we fo~ter an environment that max-
imizes the potential of each and every one 
of its citizens?" And any good teacher, 
whether in the classroom or on the playing 
fields, will afford all the students or.athletes 
(not just the starters) the same respect s/he 
would expect from them. 
STEPHEN MOSHER 
Professor, Sport Management and Media 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes correspon-
dence from all readers. Please 
include your name, phone num-
ber, year of graduation and/or 
your organizational or college 
title/position. Letters must be 250 
words or less and signed and sub-
mitted in writing or through e-
mail by Monday at 5 p.m. for 
publication. The Ithacan reserves 
the right to edit letters for length, 
clarity and taste. 
? ·• 
W ARNIN.G SIGNS:-Isolating oneself, skipping class, ·sudden chang~s in eating or sleeping habits, 
neglect of personal appearance, displaying unusual anger outbursts, sadness:, diminished intere~t in previously enjoyed 
activities, acting out of character/personality change, exaggerated mood swings, engaging in self-destructive or risk 
taking behavior, frcqu_ent argµments/fights, increasing and/or abusive use of ~lc.ohol or drugs, giving away valued • 
possessions, making statements ~bout death/dying, making suicidal threats, voicing expressions ofhopelessness or 
helplessness, extreme loneliness, frequent crying, feeling lost and confused. 
Do_ S-omething 
Express concern for your friend's welfare, acknowledge their feelings, ask what is troubling them. 
Listen patiently, tell them why you are concerned, recommend talking to a professional. 
Ask if they are suicidal: if they are, stay with them and call for immediate assistance. 
Tell someone: a professor, a staff member, your RA. 
Take them to the Counseling Center (274-3136) or Health Center (274-3177). 
If it is an emergency, call Public Safety (274-3333) 
With grateful acknowledgment of the support ofthe Rodd D. Brickell Foundation 
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·HEAL TH AND. SAFETY FAIR 
March 2, 2ooq 11:00 am-2:00 pm · Campus Center 
FREE .MASSAGES, HFAIJ'H & FITNESS SCR"EENINGS, FOOD DE1\tl0NS'fRATI0NS, - . 
INFORMATION HO(HlIS, & DOOR PRIZES. 
EXHIBITS SCREENINGS 
Adventure Recreation Club 
AIDS Working Group 
Bang's Ambu~ance 
CPR/ AED Canipus Committee . 
Fire Department 
Greens tar 
Health ?romotion Program _ 
LGBT Resource Center 
Nutrition CounselQrs -
Physic~l Plant-· Auto Safety 
Poli<:e Agen~ies 
REACH 




Alcohol Drug Council 
Coun~eling Center · 
Ergonomics 
Fitness Center Personal Trainers 
· Hammond Health Center 
Ithaca ~gnancy Center 
New· Balance . 
Overeater's Anonvmous 
,I 
- Planned Parenthood ----
Public Saf ~ty 
Red Cross · Clothesline Project .. . ,. 






·Resting Heart Rate 
DOOR PRIZES INCLUDE 
New Balance Sneakers 
AAA Membership & MORE! 
JOIN US FORA 
-BARREL OF FUN .. 
AND BE SET FOR A SAFE &_ 

































Wela Leaa1lln; Systems 
&IIIIIChlllUChmore 
wll lie there ... wDI you? 
Don't INt left out -
plan to attend! 
• V•dor Showcase 
• Seminars 
• College Showcase. 
Details me available 
at oar Web site: 
wwwJlllaca.edu/edtechday/ 
Register to Win a Dell 
Computer at Ed Tech Day! 
www.ithaca.edu/dining 
Ithaca College Dining Services . 
UNIQUILY 11'HACA 
· Is Proud to Present 
"Nourish Your Spirit ... Change Your World" 
· · In conjunction with 
National Nutritl~n Month (March)! 
Look for this logo, at all tlie dining halls, 
and retell locations on campus • 
. It will signify a Healthy Choice Option. 
Now is the time to Nourish 'Your Spirit ... 
Change ·vour World! 
<TryJL !New ''JfeaCtliy LifestyCe" 
Smootliie at !_a,nd Centra{ Cafe 
Are you trying to improve your lifestyle? 
· Watching your carbs? 
Freshens has two NEW Smoothies that are 
only.4 Net Carbs! 
The Peanut Butter Choc~late Smoothie 
or 
The Vanilla Fudg_e Smoothie 
Stop by Grand Central Cafe.and try one today! 
. 
Did you receive an e-mail titl~d: 
Health Survey/Win Prizes? 
Please take the mo~ent to fill out the online survey; 
You will be entered into a drawing to win. 
Grand.Prize- $.100 
Second Prize - $50 gift certificate to Wegmans 
· · 50 chances tQ win a smoothie at 
·Grand Central Cafe 
Thanks to th~se of you who already filled out the survey! 
Health Promotion an~ Substance Abuse Prevention Program 
-- ~ ~--"---4-......._...,_..........__._ ___ ---,-,L~4-+-'L..LL-----------.l...~ •~1 i....--------........... ......_.-__,..._.....,_._ ___ ____,...............,....,........._,,__..........---, 
Taking home the trophies 
Accent assesses who should win and predicts who 
will win the Oscars on Sunday night. 
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Students relive the decade's music, f ashWn and excess 
BY JANINE D' AMICO 
Contributing Writer 
Leg warmers, blue eye shadow, Fer-
ris Bueller, "Teenage Mutant Ninja Tur-
tles" and, of course, Cher. What do all 
of these things have in common? 
"They're all from the '80s!" said Ithaca 
College freshman Lia Middlebrook. 
Oh, the '80s. A time period that some 
wish they could forget, but one that in-
evitably unites an entire generation. 
And since most current Ithaca College 
students were born between 1981 and 
1985, they represent a piece of the '80s 
puzzle. But it seems that most students 
are not content to let the '80s remain in 
the past. A growing trend among young 
people has been the resurgence of all 
things '80s. But why is a decade that pro-
duced everything from mullets to 
Madonna suddenly so trendy? 
VHl has been airing "I Love the '80s," 
a show that discusses all aspects of pop 
culture between the years 1980-1989. The 
series was a watercooler hit when it de-
buted in December of 2002. Its success 
prompted a sequel series, "I Love the '80s 
Strikes Back." The show confirmed 
what few could still deny: What was once 
a guilty pleasure is becoming a full-blown 
craze. 
Ithaca College students haven't es-
caped the '80s revival. "I had a mullet," 
recalled Middlebrook, who sarcastical-
ly added, "Thanks, Mom." She also not-
ed that she still has Cabbage Patch dolls 
and My Little Ponies because they remind 
her of when she was a _kid. 
Middlebrook still enjoys listening to her 
'80s albums. She says that she still listens 
to her favorite '80s group, the Bangles. 
These songs, she says, not only provide 
memories of her youth, but they offer "un-
paralleled dance music." 
Every Saturday night, The Haunt 
hosts an '80s Dance Party. The party 
attracts anywhere from 500 to 600 
people, according to figures from The 
Haunt. The music brings in people 
of all ages and is The Haunt 's 
busiest night of the week. 
While '80s music finds its home 
at The Haunt on Saturday riight, it 
· also finds a spot Thursday nights at 
a different club in Ithaca: Castaways. 
Promoter Will Fox said that in the 
past four years, there has been an 
incredible demand for '80s new 
wave and pop music. He gives his 
own reasons for why '80s music is 
on the rise. 
"It's popular because it's not 
whitewashed like most of the mu-
sic today. It's not generic pop," Fox said. 
Though many Ithaca Students take ad-
vantage of the two '80s nights, most stu-
dents still listen to that "genei:ic pop." But 
more and more of those "generic" con-
temporary pop singers are quick to point 
out their music is influenced by their fa-
vorite '80s singer. Britney names 
Madonna as her inspiration, and critics 
make constant comparisons between 
Justin and Michael. 
Even some former '80s artists are 
jumping on the bandwagon, trying to 
recapture their former popularity. 
Whether it be Morrissey promoting his first 
album in seven years, the Duran Duran re-
union tour, or Prince performing "Purple 
Rain" at the Grammys, a number of '80s 
artists are trying to reclaim a spot on the 
Billboard charts and connect with a new 
audience. 
And it's not just music that has the '80s 
movement gaining popularity. In stores and 
in movies, what was old is new again. 
Freshman Alyssa Blumstein loves 
that the '80s are experiencing a revival. Her 
closet is filled with legwarmers, sliced 
T-shirts, bracelets and brightly col-
ored jackets. She said she thinks 
the '80s trend is not something 
brand new nor is it a continua-
tion of trends. 
"The '80s definitely hit a 
backlash in the early '90s," 
Blumstejn said. "When grunge 
came in the early '90s, there was 
definitely a negative feeling to-
wards all things '80s. Now the trend is 
being recycled. The '80s have been com-
ing back hardcore for a long time. This 
trend has become extremely wide-
spread." 
She also added her opinion that the trend 
is no longer only popular amongst sub-
cultures. Stores aimed at high school and 
college students from Delia's to Urban Out-
fitters have racks of '80s inspired clothing 
and jewelry. 
"Plus, you can deconstruct any of your 
clothing to get the '80s look," Blumstein 
said. 
Eighties movies have been making an 
appearance as well. At Ithaca College, 
Feb. 6 through 8 was the Student Ac-
tivities Board's '80s movie weekend. Itha-
ca College students eager for their dose 
of '80s watched the films, "Ferris 
Bueller's Day Off," "The Breakfast 
Club" and "Say Anything." 
Melissa Ferraro, executive chair of the 
Student Activities Board, said the reason an 
'80s theme was chosen is because it would 
attract a large crowd. She said SAB tries to 
cater to the trends of students, and in the 
past year, it's been everything '80s. 
SAB is bringing Dave Coulier to per-
form on Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Pub 
in the Campus Center. If the name "Dave 
Coulier" doesn't mean anything to you, 
maybe this name will: Vncle Joey. Couli-
er, who played the goofy Uncle Joey on the 
1987-1995 hit "Full House," is yet anoth-
er artifact of '80s pop culture. Ferraro said 
Coulier was chosen because he is a familiar 
face for most students, someone who stu-
dents have grown up with. 
So is it music, fashion and movies that 
have made the '80s popular? 
"We all grew up in 
the '80s," Ferraro 
pointed out. "We 
all have a per-
sonal connec-
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Hometown: Northboro, Mass. 
What was the best part of 
growing up In the '80s? 
The fact that I will always 
remember being part of what 
history will undoubtedly call 
"that decade we all tried to 
forg.et." 
If you could decide who 
won one Oscar, who would 
you choose? 
"Return of the King" for best 
picture._. lt's about time. 
What's your favorite line by 
Joey from "Full House?" 
·1 don't know, but I remember 
that classic episode where 
he pulled pranks on every-
one for April Fool's Day, and 
they were· a lot of laughs and 
moral lessons. 
What's the first thing you 
usually tell people about 
yourself when you meet 
them r t tlme? 
eft:>. 
Or that I really like dinosaurs. 
Sometimes I act like one. 
Are you going to vote in the 
New York primaries? 
I'm from Mass. So ... get me 
a fake ID, and sure. 
Michelle Par.kerson had been 
waiting since the '70s to document 
the life of Audre Lorde, an influen-
tial black lesbian poet. She finally 
had the opportunity with the film "A 
Litany for Survival: The Life and 
Work of Audre Lorde." The-docu-
mentary premiered at the 1995 Sun-
. dance Film Festival. 
The filmmaker has worked on 
several documentaries, includ-
ing "But Then, She's- Betty 
Carter." Her films have been 
broadcast on PBS, BET and The 
Learning Channel. Parkerson 
teaches film at Temple Universi-
ty and heads her own Washington 
D. C.-based production company, 
Eye of the Storm Productions. 
Lorde, a novelist, poet and es-
sayist, was a self-described ''fem-
inist warrior" and believed differ-
ences were a creative force for 
change. She died in November 
1992. 
Parkerson will screen and discuss 
her latest film endeavor in the Roy 
H. Park Auditorium today at 7 p.m. 
Vanessa Schneider: When and 
why did you first become inter-
ested in produci,ng 311d directing 
a film about Audre Lorde? 
Michelle Parkerson: It was a 
film that I always thought should 
have been made. . . . Audre 
Lorde's writi)J.g was for many 
black lesbians who were coming 
in to their own identity, myself in-
cluded. It was our first public 
document in terms of an evidence 
of being. She had a major 
publisher. Her poetry and her 
prose and her essays were well-
known. Immediately, I tho~ght she 
cus on African-American women 
artists who had a particular niche 
or bent or political underpinning 
to their work. 
Lorde fought for gay and lesbian. 
rights, civil liberties and equal 
rights for women. Do your films re-
COURTESY OF FEMMENOIR ONLINE 
FJLMMAKER MICHELLE PARKERSON wlll hold a master class-titled 
"Acquisition Rights" on Friday at 11 a.m. ·-
fleet that historical foundation? 
The impact of her work is felt 
m , um 
social activist organizations , in 
feminist ' organizations, in gay 
and lesbian rights organizat1ons 
throughout the world. . . . We 
were lucky enough that Audre was 
still around. 1After she passed, the 
imperative was even more press-
ing that we get this out. But we 
wanted to do it reflecting the kinds 
~f complexities that Audre's own 
1 n a a qmc • ou an wrap 
it up shortly after her death. It took 
us three more years to complete 
the work to approximate a cogerit 
and essentially first reflection of 
her .biography and a summation of 
her literary impact as we-11 as bet 
political impact in the late 
20th century. 
What was it like to collaborate 
with Lorde while working on the 
film for the first few years? 
It was wonderful collaborating 
with her, and it was even more 
wonderful once she had passed 
thi$ particular physical reality of 
life because y.;e had audio tapes of 
our conversations with her and let-
ters she had written that we 
could refer to whenever we 
reached an impasse, or we didn't 
know where to go in the structure. 
Is there a connecting theme you 
focus on within your film projects? 
I think it has been looking at the 
process of African-American 
women artists, predominantly in 
my documentaries, who have a par-
ticular niche and who have a polit-
ical unaerpinning to their particular 
artistic discipline. Ifs a way of look-
ing at race, at feminist perspectives, 
specifically black feminist perspec-
tives, sexuality, how one uses art as 
a vehicle for social change. 
To parap~, you have said that 
you -seek to explore the true im-
·age within ourselves. How c;loes 
this line relate to your films and 
the way you try to portray your 
subjects? 
. One of my personal motivations 
for doing the documentaries on the 
women I have done them on is that 
it allows me a ~y intimate look 
at their process M artists. It is some-
thing I've always been loo.king at in 
terms of how one makes their way 
in the world as a black, woman 
artist. ... They also· reflect women 
who have been influential to me and 
have shapxi ~e - _my self-concept, 
posst. 1 1.tles, m erms o mg an 
artist .... We don't have many role 
models in that way, in te of 
African women or Aa.ican women 
in America. so· when you see 
:.women who do it successfully, 
whose art reaches across demo-
graphics, across their natural con-
stituencies, this is something. 
Music students play their way into the ·or~hestra. 
BY JOHN OTIS 
Staff Writer 
· . Three Ithaca College students 
· ha".e the opportunity to show their' · 
skills on stage after 
proving to themselves 
and their peers. that 
they have a passion for 




to work to get it," Kubica said. 
Ponchione enjoyed the thrill 
· and the challenge of competition. 
Ponchione is pursuing a .master's 
degree in percussion perfor-
mance and is honored to 
be performing with the 
orchestra. · 
and Jon Rose partici-
pated in Ithaca College 
music school's annual 
Concerto Competition 
that was held on Jan. 24. 
.KUBICA 
"It was exciting to play 
in a COJF\Petition like this 
because it's not a closed 
competition," Ponchione 
said. "Many people get to 
come see ¥OU. You get to 
put that extra pressure on 
yourself to achieve the 
highest standard that 
you can." 
All three tried out 
separately, and all three play.ed dif-
ferent instruments, but each was se-
lected as a winner by the panel of 
faculty judges. Now, they will 
each play a solo with the 
-Ithaca College Sym-
phony Orchestra at 8 
p.m. on Feb. 28 in Ford 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
Kubica, a junior 
flutist, competed 
against other flutists to 
earn a spot in the com-
petitions final round. 
Nineteen students made 
it to the finals. She said 
it was no easy task, but 
her passion for music 
gave her fuel to perform her-best. 
"Evezyone has told me that if 
you want i~ bad enough, you have 
Ponchione hopes to 
make her love of music a constant 
part of her future. After college, she 
said she plans to capitalize on her 
mt1si~al ability by finding a job 
where she can do what 
she loves. She is audi-
tioning for an orchestra 
conducting position and 
is founding a contempo-
r~ry music group with 
some colleagues .-
Ponchione has · just 
established her own 
publishing company, 
which will publish music 
she writes as well as the 
music of other young 
performers. 
Rose, a senior, has played the . 
piano since he was 4 years old and 
would often pound the keys on his 
parents' unused player piano. 
· Rose saw the competition as a 
great opportunity to push himself 
musically. Rose has conducted the-
ater shows and operas for the past 
year and a half at the college. He said 
his conducting job didn't allow him 
to compete as often as his coll~gues, 
so he wanted to join the competition. 
"I figured that this was my last 
opportunity to do this," Rose said. 
"It's good to know that I still hang 
in there with the rest of them." 
After his graduation in the 
spring, Rose will marry his fiancee 
and move to New York City. As for 
what he and his wife will do there, 
Rose said they will be "starving 
musicians." 
Rose said music is a huge part 
of his life because he sees it as a 
way of reaching out to others. 
- "It's important for me to com-
. municate with other people," 
Rose said. 
He has a strong interest in col-
laborative music and enjoys creat-
ing a form of communication that 
goes beyond words. 
Kubica said music has deeply 
impacted her life. 
"It's my character. It's how I 
think," Kubica said. "I can't live 
without it. Music has always 
been important to me. It's always 
been around me." 
Both of her parents are musicians, 
and so are two of her three sitilfngs. 
Kubica said she loves to per-
form for people because she 
wants them to experience things 
that they wouldn't ·normally 
experience, simply by listening to . 
the music. 
Kubica performs in two blue-
grass. bands and a funk band, but . 
she is still a little uncertain of her. 
future plans. She may attend a 
graduate school in performance or 
play for an orchestra in Europe. 
No matter what direction Kubi-
ca takes in life, thotJgh, music will 
always be a part of it. · . 
"I feel I'd be successful if I 
touched ~ople through my music, 
more so than by winning a compe-
tition or being the best in the 
world," Kubica said. "UltiJJ}ately, 
what's important is making beauti-
ful music." 
. MEGAN CATALANO/THE ITHACAN 
CAYENNA PONCHIONE and the other competition winners will per-
form solos with the Ithaca College Symphony Orchestra ·on ~eb. 28. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 2004 
BY EMILY ·GALLAGHER AND 
DAVID MOORE 
Staff Writers 
Ah, the smell of blood in the air - it 
must be Oscar time once again. This year, 
the major studios have overcome hardships 
to strangle each other once again for sev-
eral naked figurines. While they duke it out, 
we give our predictions of and insights on 
who will - and who should - go home 
with the golden statuettes. 
BEST PICTURE 
Who will win: "Lord of the Rings: The Re-
turn of the King" 
LO'IR 's win for Best Picture will push prof-
it margins for the Little Trilogy That Could into 
the gajillions. The film offers an escape, with 
three hours of action, adventure and a touch 
of romance in the magical land of Middle Earth: 
The Academy will finally honor Jackson and 
his underpaid, er, "local" staff after two pre-
vious snubs. The award is a fitting end to the 
first epic series of the decade. 
Who should win: "Gerry" 
Gus Van Sant's J3rechtian masterstroke is 
a stunning meditation on the transience ofJife 
and the.endless malleability of the film medi-
um. Gerry and Gerry (Matt Damon and Casey 
Affleck) wander through the desert in silence. 
Their trek initiates a subtle, compelling in-
vestigation of existential dread and the uni-
versal dilemma of coming to grips with the 
futility of an aimless existence. No film this 
year was as challenging or revelatory. (Ger-
ry was not nominated for any Oscars.) 
BEST DIRECTOR 
Who will win: Sofia Coppola, "Lost in 
Translation" 
The film is subtle and bittersweet and ie-
q uires repeat viewings to truly win audi-
ences over. And it's refreshing to see that 
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American cinema happens to be the 
daughter of Francis Ford Coppola. 
Ladies, "you, too, can achieve marginalized 
success at any film outlet except the mul-
tiplexes! · 
Who should win: Peter Jackson, "Lord of 
the Rings: Return of the King" 
Jackson effortlessly balances the further · 
development of several plot lines _with 
ey"e-popping spectacle in the third and 
most crucial installment of the Rings tril- · 
ogy. His achievement' in successfully 
completing the epic trilogy cannot be un-
derstated. · 
BEST ACTOR 
Who wlll win: Sean Penn, "Mystic River" 
Academy voters will choose Sean Penn, 
who played a tortured father dealing with the 
murder of his daughter. It's too bad no one 
. noticed that his performance, like the film, 
was little more than awkward melodrama 
masquerading as philosophical insight. 
Who should win: BIii_ Murray, "Lost In 
Translation" 
I ·-. l .j ~,) 
- :, 
~.. . 
Bill Murray's· role as a middle-aged ac-
tor searching for purpose is unquestionably 
the best choice among the nominees. 
Murray 's portrayal of Bill Harris was rich 
and complex , with humor coloring the sur-
face of an increasingly painful existence, 
Murray manages to make the audience 
laugh while still resonating deeply on a 
direct personal level. For r,elaxirlg time~ ... 
make it Murray time! 
BEST ACTRESS 
Who cares if-she gave the performance of 
a lifetime? Theron was chilling and brutal-
ly uncompromising as . infamous serial 
killer Aileen Wournos, but forget about all 
that. Won't it be weird when she accepts her 
awanl, and they show the clip of her look-
. i~g ugly.and fat? It's a good thing she's beau:. 
tiful in real life, or she might not have had 
a chance in this categ·ory. 
Who should win: Keisha Castle-Hughes, 
"Whale Rider" . 
Not since Anna Paquin won for "The Pi-
ano" has there been a child more deserv-
ing of an Academy nod. Castle-Hugpes 
gives a mannered, incredibly · mature 
performance, especially for a 12 year old. 
The film centers on a young Maori girl 
fighting to claim her birthright as leader of · 
her people, and Castle-Hughes ' perfor-
mance was central to the film's success. She 
carries the film magnificently and is fully 
deserving of an Oscar to put next to 
her report card. 
BEST SUPPORTING 
.ACTOR . 
Who will win: Tim Robbins, "Mystic River" 
BEST SUPPORTING 
ACTRESS 
Who will win: Renee Zellweger, "Cold 
Mountain" 
Add another Oscar tally to Hollywcxxi's list 
of irresponsibly romanticized depictions of Civ-
il War-era South with Renee's first big win. 
The Academy loves to honor ridiculous 
Southern affectation. Zellweger's accent is in 
stark contrast to more deserving nominee 
Sliohreh Aghdashloo ("House of Sand and 
Fog"), whose authentic Iranian accent was a 
better casting choice. No nomination for 
Scarlett Johansson? Wha' happened? 
Who should win: Holly Hunter, "Thirteen" 
When some kids were 13, they were, like, 
eating clay. Holly Hunter plays the mother 
of a 13-year-old with slightly. more i_ntense 
problems - like promiscuity; drug abuse, 
shoplifting and violence. Hunter makes the 
fragile bond· between a mother and child 
tangible. This role could have easily been 
overdone, but Hunter's subtlety and patience 
make 'Thirteen" an unforgettable experience. 
BEST ANIMATED 
FEATURE 
Tim Robbins will win for his role as a Wh.o will win: "Triplets of Belleville" 
scapegoat with a vague social disorder. Un-
fortunately, his performance is much like his 
character's famous "vampire speech, 
which was impressive by itself but com-
pletely disconnected from the rest of the film . . 
Robbins is, however, certainly convincing as 
the town weirdo. 
Who should win: Benicio Del Toro, "21 Who will really win: "Finding Nemo" 
Grams" 
Who will win: Charlize Theron, "Monster" No one is more deserv-ing of this award than 
Just kidding about "Triplets." As much as 
the Academy loves obscure French surrealist 
animation, they're going to go for the fish on 
this one. "Finding Nemo" is a dazzling, fun-
ny, family-friendly feature that deserves to win 
this most patronizing of awards. Why can't the 
Academy just bite the bullet and choose a car-
toon for B~st Picture? Oh well. 
Let Chili's 
Cook Tonight! .• 
607-272-5004 
614 S. Meadow St. 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
607-272-6606 (fax) 
www.chilis.com 
Ben.icio Del Toro. He gives a shattering per-
formanee as a born-again Christian struggling 
with his faith after a random car accident. Del 
Toro finds the right amount of madness to con-
. trast his zealous faith, and his spiral into crip-
pling depression is devastating. 
Haircuts for all types of hair 
ITHACUT·s 
Students and Seniors $1 O 
Open Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-7 p.m., 
Sat 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
103 South Cayuga St. 
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From scandals to ·sex, 
media misrepresent 
Since I arrived in China, I've 
wondered what types of stories make it 
...__ out of the country and into the wide-
reaching world press. I decided to do an 
Internet search, high and low, to see 
what's out there. 
• A natural starting point was my home 
country of Norway. You 'd think that news 
of China's impressive achievement of 
sending a man into space would pop up 
first, but no - my homeland cares about 
even more important things, namely 
winter sports. Twenty-year-old Tian 
Zhandong made news in Norway because 
he was the first Chinese ever to partici-
pate in the ski-jumping world cup. And 
people wonder why I spend so much time 
away from my home country. 
• Widely reported around the world 
was the Chinese government's decision to 
slaughter civet cats because of the 
possible SARS threat. "What's a civet cat, 
what's the best.way to cook one, and what 
do they taste like?" wrote the author of 
- an article for Slate.com. Cats are eaten 
here (remember, they do have nine 
lives) and so are rats. (If my Chinese was 
better I could probably understand 
people when they say, "Excuse me 
waiter, there is a rat in my soup, an~ I 
ordered two.") · 
• In London, The Times printed an 
article about Chinese .foreign policy. The 
headline, h lad. . "China's -one-man 
Afghan mission" and the _lead was: 
"China is sending one policeman as its 
· contribution to peacekeeping in 
neighbouring Afghanistan." I guess 
there was only one to spare. 
• But place.s with even fewer people to 
spare - like Samoa in the Pacific also 
deserve to be heard. In the Samoa 
Observer, I found an old story about the 
Chinese Ambassador Gu Sicong. He 
hosted a party for returning Samoan 
students who were studying in Beijing at 
the time of the worst SARS fear. To find 
this story, I had to browse through quite 
a few local Samoan stories, and one made 
my eyebrows rise slightly: "Man, 27, tries 
?1/ to rape woman, 74." 
• Down under, I found a story about 
the Chinese national table tennis team and 
its "scandal." A male and a female, both 
. on the national pingpong team, started dat-
ing. The coach threw them off the team, 
claiming their relationship influenced 
their performance. The Age told its read-
- ers: "China is in the grip of a scandal that 
has combined-tw.o of its greater passions: 
table tennis and sex." 
• While I'm on the sex topic , it's not 
too far off to mention vaginas. Quite a few 
news organizations around the world have 
picked up on Chinese authorities' 
decision to ban "The Vagina Monologues" 
right before its premiere. In Kenya, an 
opinion piece in the Daily Nation had the 
<-- memorable headline, "Nairobi whips 
Moscow, Shanghai," and a part of the 
story read: "Nairobi can also claim to be 
more enlightened than Shanghai and 
Beijing. Authorities in the Chinese cities 
canc~lled the performance of 'The Vagi-
na Monologues."' Luckily, I saw the Itha-
,... -.1- ca College version last year. 
--
I 
The coverage of China is wide, 
diverse, fragmented and at times ridicu-
lous, doing little to enhance understand-
ing between the East and West. But it's 
not much better the other way around, and 
if anyone's wondering - Janet's breast 
did make it all the way to China. 
Christian Thorkildsen is a senior exchange 
student from Norway. E-mail him at 
cthorkil@ithaca.edu. 
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Saucy songs _ear~. band love 
BY MICHAEL BELCHER 
Contributing Writer 
On Saturday night at 7:30, 
Emerson Suites housed its sec-
ond major happening of Febru-
ary - G 





Live Music 1 
G Love and 
Special Sauce 
hundreds were turned away 
when the acclaimed film direc-
tor and producer Spike Lee 
spoke on Feb. 5, many feared 
that Emerson Suites was not the 
proper venue. But in the case of 
G Love and Special Sauce, the 
Suites provided a refreshingly 
comfortable, warm, interactive 
setting where a poor view was. 
hard to find. 
The musjc actually started 32 
minutes later than scheduled 
because of several inches of 
snow outside, but G Love and 
Special · Sauce dealt with the 
weather and offered a dynamic 
performance that lasted more 
than two hours. 
the floor might collapse onto the 
Pub below. 
G Love and Special Sauce 
eventually hit its stride and 
made the performance success-
ful. The group rocked out singles 
like "Cold Beverages" and in-
vited the crowd to participate in 
call and response. Special guest 
Jasper was brought on stage sev-
eral times, and he added an edgy 
texture and another raw voice to 
the songs. 
G Love had the crowd 
. whooping and clapping for an 
encore, and when the band fi-
nally reappeared on stage, it 
was as though a new set had be-
gun. At this point G Love ap-
peared comfortable and began 
a very personal series of 
SOJ\gS, including a quality 
acoustic version of "Baby Got 
Sauce" that stood strong on its 
own without the support of the 
studio and the full-band. G 
Love stretched the encore to 45 
minutes in. length, and the trio 
seemed willing to play until 
every audience member was 
satisfied. When the trio made its first 
appearance . on stage, it was 
hard .to say it looked like a . 
"group" at all because each of the 
members had a different look. 
The stylish frontman, G Love, 
manned the microphone and 
unleashed back-porch styled 
lyrics like a curbside poet, 
bouncing to his own flow and 
hopping across the stage with his 
pawnshop guitar. 
GABBY IMMARINO/THE ITHACAN 
G LOVE. IMPRESSED audiences with ·his energy In Emerson 
Suites last Saturday, despite a late start. 
Other than easy-to-dance-to 
rhythms, G Love also con-
nected with the audience 
lyrically. He spoke, rapped 
and serenaded about love, 
marijuana, politics, the "booty 
call" and making it big, and 
almost every lyric carried a 
positive connotation. 
band was off-putting, but with pace was cooled to a sweat-dry-
-a sound that pulls inspiration ing rate through several slower, 
At a high · point, G Love 
broke the fourth wafi •by high-
The stocky bassist wore a 
hooded sweatshirt and leaned 
hard on his standup bass, with his 
straggly hair reaching past his 
m-illcbpa _ . . . 
from reggae, hip-hop and more soulful songs. . . . fiving an audience m~inber. 
blues - referred to by the band When that prolonged series of 
as "ragmop" - pe·rhaps the songs led people to look around 
look of G Love 'and Special for friends, talk and scratch 
The crowd ·sang along to the 
words "love one another" -
perhaps a simple message to 
balance (Nit· the DION~ 
pofiticaf ' cofumentary dn" Cam:! 
pus. In the end, G Love and 
Special Sauce offered simple, 
funky beats and one of the best 
reasons to break it down all 
year. 
, Sauce ia 'c'·••11.111111111·1rr··lhe tempo was 
~ It t()()k,.G Love·tnd··Special bodsted iriib a floof-1>endli\g : armpits. And the • cleart-cut 
drummer looked more like a 
CEO on his day . off, his bright 
. smile outshining the reflections 
from his thick-rimmed glasses. 
The eclectic look of the 
Sauce the first half of its perfor- funk. Audience members could 
mance to hone its sound. feel the floor shaking and dipping 
After a severaiupbeat songs that with the beat of the song and the 
had the crowd panting and bouncing of the crowd, and it 
waving their hands in the air, the was not difficult to imagine that 
Country jazz fusion 
Norah Jones hones her sigrwture sultry sound 
BY LEE SACKS 
Staff Wri.ter 
In 2002, her debut album "Come Away 
With Me" sold 8 · 
million copies in 
the United States 
and 17 million 
worldwide. In Feb-
ruary of 2003, she 
--- -- - -
I ' 
Music Review 
won eight Grammy awards, including album 
and -record of the year. 
On her sophomore album "Feels Like 
Home," Jones takes listeners on a musical 
journey. It's a simila~ one, mixing jazz with 
a touch of country. Norah Jones has a sultry 
voice and elegant style. Her light jazz 
arrangements and soething sound have 
brought her to the forefront of the music scene. 
Norah Jone~ has a sultry · voice and 
elegant style. Her light jazz arrangements and 
soothing sound have brought her to the fore-
front of the music scene. 
The album features such artists as 
Dolly Parton, Garth Hudson of The Band and 
jazz drummer Brian Blade, among 
others. Armed with an arsenal of musicians 
and collaborators, Jones is able to expand the 
scope of music from her first album slight-
ly, while not straying too far from her sig-
nature sound. 
" Sunrise," written by Jones and bassist 
.Lee Alexander, is a fitting song to open the 
album. Featuring Jones and her piano, with 
backup vocals adding harmony, the song sets 
the tone for the record with a laid back nos-
talgic touch. 
Then comes the electric guitar-driven 
song "What Am I To You?" With soul in her 
voice, Jones expresses h~r love, unsure if her 
feelings are in vain.Jones begins to show off 
her powerfully expressive and emotional 
singing voice, proving that it is more than just 
quiet and pretty. 
A climax to the album comes with "In The 
Morning," written by guitarist Adam Levy. 
The song begins softly with acoustic guitar 
finger picking. 
Next Jones' voice accompanies a tinkling 
electric keyboard. When the drums kick in, 
the song is moved to a musical culmination. 
And Jones' voice reaches a soulful peak. 
Jones then covers the late poet and 
singer/songwriter Townes Van Zandt's song 
"Be Here To Love Me." This cover of a fel-
low Texan' s song brings a country feel to the 
album and prepares listeners of for the 
near-bluegrass of "Creepin ' In." 
This collaborative effort features Jones 
singing with Parton. Their voices blend to-
gether perfectly, and guitari~t Kevin Breit 
keeps rhythm while also chiming in with 
a breakdown -solo . The song's fast tempo, 
however, seems slightly out of place 
sandwiched between two slower songs . . 
. "Toes" has the most interesting imagery 
of all the songs on the album as well as a 
clear message. Written by Jones and 
Alexander, the song uses the feeling of 
touching your toes to the water without tak-
ing the plunge as a metc,phor for being re-
luctant to take chances. 
The metaphor also applies to the album 
· because Jones is sometimes reluctant to show 
off her talents as a piano. player. Jones could 
give more, but she doesn't need to. 
"The Long Way Home," a cover of a Tom 
Waits song, combines Jones' vocals with 
acoustic rhythm guitar. Daru Oda chimes in 
on flutes. Following the cover is "The· Pret-
COURTESY OF NORAHJONES.COM 
COMFORTING SOUNDS feel like home 
on Norah Jones' second album. 
·tiest Thing," which features Jones ' signature 
soft voice and piano accompaniment. This 
nostalgic song uses the imagery of a "rusty 
nail stuck in an old pine floor" and asks lis-
teners to remember the prettiest thing we 
"ever did see." 
Jones ends the_ album alone with her 
piano in "Don't Miss You At AU." The song 
is a reworking of Duke Ellington's piano 
composition "Melancholia." Jones adds her 
lyrics to the same music as the original. The 
sound of piano and voice give a beautiful 
touch. 
Overall, the album is elegantly written and 
reminds listeners that Jones is a musical force. 
Though sorrie of the tracks have a similar 
sound as the original album, it is clear the 
music is slowly increasing in complexity and 
scope. 
Fans of "Come Away With Me" will sure-
ly enjoy this album, and those who are w~it-
ing for more musical exploration may only 
be a little disappointed. · 
..: 
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Mozart ·and Warhol meld 
BY MIKE NAGEL 
Senior Writer 
Question: Wh~t do you get when you mix three 
parts Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart, one part Andy 
Warhol and a sprinkling of 
lysergic acid diethylamide 
(LSD)? 
Live Theater 
··cosi fan tutte " 
A) A 6-year-old music fiend with a s~ge.fas-
cination for Matilyn Monroe and phallic fruit. 
B) "Who~ check it out. Like, if you play 'La 
Betulia liberata' backwards while watching 'The 
Wizard of Oz,' it just totally blows yow: mind, man. 
I think the munchkins have stolen iny soul." 
C) Patrick Hansen's production of "Cosl fan 
tutte," now on stage at Ithaca.College. 
This "Cosi fan tutte" isn't exactly what read-
ily springs to mind at the word "opera." Yes, it's, 
got the live orchestra, voices that soar to the rafters 
and over-the-top costumes, but it's set in 1968, 
so it's full of period costumes featuring neon col-
ors, bell-bottoms and horn-rimmed glasses. 
Betty Friedan's "The Feminine Mystique" 
makes an appearance. Several forms of birth con-
trol, "~e Joy of Sex" and "The Kama Sutra" .pop 
up. The minimalist set screams Warhol - irhas 
· several ·shag-carpeted circular platforms and a 
paneled background, all done in a sterile white · 
that responds beautifully to Steve TenEyck's psy-
chedelic lighting. Thankfully, there's no tacky lava 
lamp, but a beaded curtain adds the necessary late-
' 60s kitsch. 
Not much original Mozart is left in this bawdy 
rendition. His Italian lyrics have been translated into 
English and some have been modernized. For in-
stance, the lines about• the merits of The Pill are 
new. In Wolfgang's day, male,.continence was the 
only birth cpntro~,. and it probably wasn't . ever 
memorialized .in song. But mQst of the composi-
tipJlJ@niains, the same - even though a few songs 
&.µCb as "Hair's" "Aquarius" does sneak in. 
Alth9ugh the lyrics have changed,. the orig-
inal plot is still there. "Cosi fan tutte" is a com-
edy of lov~ and mistaken identity. Two soldiers, 
Ferrando ,(Sean,, Rc Claika} ,and , Guglielmo~ 
(Christopher Martin) make a wager with their 
friend Don Alfonso (Natltan Eldred Wilson). 
Th~y bet that their girlfriends, Doiabella 
(Kimberly A. Buczek) and Fiordiligi (Karla Fag-
_gard), will always. remain true. So, the two men 
disguise themselves and woo each other's part-
ner - if they're unsuccessful in winning the 
girls' hearts, they win the bet. 
. PHOTOS COURTESY OF RACHEL HOGANCAMP, ITHACA COLLEGE THEATRE 
FERRANDO (SEAN R. CLARK) and Guglielmo (Michael Kilct>yne), center left and right, pro-
fess their love for Dorabella (Karla Faggard), left, and Fiordiligi (Caitlin Mathes), right. 
The women, including the meddling free spirit 
Despina (Whitney Guy), are the main focus of this 
production of the opera for a couple of reasons. 
First, they'ie-onstage for most of :the. time. Sec-
. ond, the sopranos' voices and. performances sim-
ply overs~ow the men's. Guy_is well-suited for . 
her role; she's expressive and spunky. Her part re-
quires a powerful voice to .be heard .over the rest 
of the cast - the·two couples often sing together 
·in two-part hannony while Despina sings anoth-
. er line solo ~ and she ~s got it. The •scatterbrain~ 
girlfriends get the audience laughing. And Fagganl 
. possesses the range necessary for h~r demanding 
role anq several .solos. · . 
The ~n bring less.oomph VJ-the production, 
-though. Wilson~ acting stiffly as Don Alfonso, has 
yet to ~velop a dominating voice and often finds 
himself drowned out. Clark and Martin ~tart shak-
ily, but grow stronger as the opera progresses. 
Clark performs well during an Act Two solo, 
which is tailored to his voice, but sometimes has 
trouble in the higher register. 
One caveat, though. Keep in mind Mozart 
wasn't shy about challenging his singers. 
Professionals with decades of stage experience 
often perform this demanding opera. For it to be 
performed so .well by a cast of collegians is quite 
impressive. They keep .the three-hour show 
bouncing along by singing w.ith feeling and mix-
ing in hilarious slapstick shtick. 
The small chamber orchestra does what it's 
supposed to. It's there to support, but not to dom-
. inate ~ v~;, The keyboard, whi~h functio~ 
as an electronic halpsichord for much of the show, 
Js a nice. touch. . ,. , 
"Cosi fan tutte" is . a . good introduction to 
opera. It's has .a fu11ny plot and js easy to fol-
· low, es-peci~lly since it's sung in updated Eng-
·Jish. If Warhol had -a chance to work · wi~ 
Mozart instead of The Velvet Underground, this- , 
production would've been a likely end result. 
J think they'd both apprnve. 
"Cosijan tutte" is double-cast. The Ithacan re-
viewed the Feb. 19 show. The show runs through 
Feb. 27. 
Romance movie king-repeats his charms 
. BY PAUL 'GIMELBERG 
Staff Writer 
Adam Sandler is back with his 
yearly release of a new Happy 
Madison Pro-
ductions film. 
This time he's 
found his 
niche with the 
perfect bal-
r - ~ - -------. 
, Movie Review 
I *** I 
' "50 First Dates .. 
ance between romance and comedy. 
Although he chases a female character 
in all of his movies, "50 First Dates" 
is the only one thus far to maintain a 
deep, heartfelt story while remaining 
comical. 
Here, Sandler plays veterinarian . 
Dr. Henry Roth at a Hawaiian 
aquarium by day and a profession-
al at having one-night-stands with 
women vacationing in Hawaii by 
night. The infamously silly Rob 
Schneider, plays his best friend Ula, 
a googly-eyed Hawaiian. His five 
kids, who all appear to be about 9 
years.old, are always around to wit-
ness their father's most obnoxiQus 
behavior. 
One day, as if by fate, Henry's 
boat practically falls apart near a 
remote diner. There he comes across 
a local woman, Lucy Whitmore 
(Drew Barrymore), who catches his 
• ' eye. After some deliberation about his 
rules against dating locals, he returns 
to the diner the following day and uses 
his natural charm to capture her 
attention. They end up having 
breakfast together and find themselves 
deeply attracted to one another. 
COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES 
· HENRY ROTH {Adam Sandler) keeps the audience laughing, even 
when he's working as a veterinarian at a Hawaiian aquarium. 
Lucy invites him to have breakfast 
with her the following day, but 
when Henry returns the next morn-
ing Lucy has no idea who he is. 
As the story progresses, Henry 
finds out about a car accident that 
caused Lucy to lose her short-term . 
memory abilities, causing her to 
w~e up every morning with only 
the memories she had.prior to the ac-
cident. Henry realizes he must be 
relentless in his daily, humorous 
attempts to win her over. 
What he doesn't want to come to 
grips with is that her memory loss is 
permanent. The world moves on 
while Lucy lives a sort of "Ground-
hog Day" life in which she believes 
every day to be her father's birthday, 
Oct. 13 of the previous year. 
Lucy's world is turned upside 
down when one of Henry's attempts 
to get her attention causes her to re-
alize that it isn't Oct. 13. 
The story. is well written, 
perfectly cast and features some of 
the best acting Sandler and Barry-
more have ever qone~ The chemistry 
between them is incredibl~ and 
reminiscent of their previous 
team-up in "The Wedding Singer." 
In this rol~. Sandler proves that he 
deserves to be crowned a king of 
romantic comedy. 
In keeping with true Sandler tra-
dition, the staples of his movies are 
the often recurring supporting 
characters and the novices who tru-
ly make this film - and every San-
dler feature - enjoyable. The slew 
of silly characters in "50 First 
. Dates" includes Henry's question-
ably gendered fishy assistant 
Alexa; the extreme example of 
short-term memory loss, Ten Second 
Tom; Lucy's steroid-pumping, 
lisping brother Doug; a tattoo-
faced cook Nick; and Henry's in-
telligent and understanding sea 
friends, Willy the penguin and 
Jocko the Walrus. 
Though the movie is enjoyable, 
it drags on unnecessarily at times. 
Sandler's obligatory performance 
scene in which he sings and plays 
guitar seems out of place and 
overused. His typical gross-out h_u-
mor is an attempt to · evoke the 
same character he's been since 
·1995's "Billy Madison." It's time 
for this 37-year-old actor to act his 
age.· 
In the end, "50 First Dates" is a 
poignant yet humorous love story . 
that is a perfect date film for new and 
old couples alike. It will make you 
laugh, it may even make you cry, but 
it will also make you think about 
what you have· and what your 
world would be like if you or a loved 
.one suffered from short-term 
memory Joss, or a similarly debili-
tating ailment. 
"50 First Dates" was directed by 
Peter Segal and written by 
George Wing . 
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Event of the week 
Last chance to see the AIDS 
Quit. 9 a.m. to noon in Emerson 
Suites, Campus Center. 
Today 
AIDS.Quilt - Closing ceremony at noon in 
Emerson Suites, viewing hours from 9 a.m. 
to noon. 
Art Exhibit :_ "The Three Brothers," artists 
of the Haudenosaunee Confeder~cy. 10 · 
a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Handwerker Gallery. 
Exhibit runs through April 4. 
Coffee Hour - 1 O a.m. ·in McDonald 
Lounge, Campus Center. 
Chaplain's Bible Study - Noon in Phillips 
Room, Muller Chapel. 
Film Screening and Discussion -
Filmmaker Michelle Parkerson presents "A 
Litany for Survival: The Lif~ and Work of 
Audre Lord"at 7 p.m. fri Park Auditorium. 
Fireside Chat/Mass ..;_ 8 p.m. in the 
Fireside Lounge, Muller Chapel. 
Mozart's "Cosl fan Tutte" - 8 p.m. in 
Dillingham Center. 
SAB Films - India Films Weekend pre-
sents "21 Grams" at 8 p.m. in Textor 102. 
Ithaca College Wind Ensemble - 8:15 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Purim Celebration - 9:30 p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. 
Friday 
Shabbat Services - 6 p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. · 
SAB FIims - "21 Grams• at 7, 9:30 p.m. 
and midnight in Textor 102. 
Senior Recital - Amanda Ginovsky, bas-
soon, at 7 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Lecture - Martha Nussbaum presents 
"Com.passion and Terror" at 7:30 p.m. in 
Park Auditorium. 
Mozart's "Cosl fan Tutte" ~ 8 p.m. in 
Dillingham Center. · 
Elective Joint Composition Recital - Ian 
Power and Michaela Straub, composers, at 
8:15 p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital Room, 
Whalen Center. · 
Junior Recital - Mark Arnold, guitar, at 9 
p.m. in Rockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Saturday 
American Marketing Association Poker 
Tournament - Noon to 4 p.m. in the Pub, 
Campus Center. 
Junior Recital - Karl Siewertsen, French 
horn, at 3 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
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JUNIOR KARIN ATTRIDGE volunteera.,at-theAIDS ........ QuUt display In the Emerson Suites Feb. 23. One hundred twen-
ty-eight panels commemorating victims wwe on display, and volunteers continuously read aloud names of ~P~ who 
have died of the disease. The Ithaca College AIDS working group and tbe NAMES Project sponsored the event. 
Annual Concerto Coricert at 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
SAB Films - "Shattered Glass" at 7, 9:30 
p.m. and midnight in Textor 102. 
Sunday 
Elective Joint RecHal - Cass Barbour, 
bass trombone, and Lauren ~inis, trom-
bone, at 9 p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital 
Room, Whalen Center. 
Monday . 
Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Elective Recital - Kristina LaFever and 
Kristin Zaryski, organ, at ·7 p.m. in Ford 
Hall, Whalen Center. 
Faculty·Recltal - Frank Campos, trµm-
pet, at 8:15 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital 
Hall, Whalen Center. · · 
Ecumenical Worship Service - 11 a \m. 
inM,ulerQhp. :· 
Film Screening - "Peace by Peace: 
Women on the Frontlines," at 4 p.m. in Park _ .. Evensong - 10 p.m. ~n-MuHer Chapel. 
- ~ , -.• ♦ · · •· 
Junior Recital - Eric Callahan, clarinet, at 
1 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Mass - 1 and 9 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Senior Recital - Jennifer Stepien, violin, 
at 2 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
SAB Films - lndie Films Weekend pre-
·sents "Dirty Pretty Things" at 3 and 8 p.m. 
in Textor 102. 
Elective Joint Recital - Tim Rosenberg, 
saxophone, and Megan Peppers, piano, at 
3 p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital Room, 
Whalen Center. 
Faculty Recital - Paige Morgan, oboe, 
and Conrad Alexander, ·percussion, at 4 
p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Senior Reci_tal -~lyson/Whelan, violin, at 
7 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
lthacappella Block Concert - 8 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
Junior Recital - Elizabeth Meszaros, vio-
loncello, at 8:15 p.m. in Hockett Family 
Recital Hall, Whalen Center. 
Lecture - Gregg Mccrary, retired .FBI 
Profiler, discusses his book, "The Unknown 
Darkness: Profiling the Predators Among 
Us," at 7 p.m. in Textor 102. 
Out'of the Closet and Onto the Screen 
Film Serles - 7 p.m. in Textor 103. 
Ithaca College Symphonic Band ...... 8:15 
p.m. in_ Fo~d Hall, Whalen Center. 
Tuesday . 
Blble Study - 7:30 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
· Juggling Show - Presented by 
"Spectaculofantastico" at 9 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
Wednesday 
Eucharistfor Peace and Heall.ng - 12:10 
p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
r.,aster Class· - E. Michael Richards, clar-
" inet, at 4 p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital 
Room, Whalen Center. 
Klezmer Strings Workshop - 5 p.m: in 
Where One Great Store Leads to Another.~. 
Over 70 Stores & Shops 
Target • Bon-Ton • Sears 
Sest Buy ~ Old Navy 
Oick1s Sporting Goods 
Borders Books ~ AC Moore 
(£)TARGET 
Le&n,,.,,-a ■ 
Not all Ithaca College 
events are I isted . . .,,.,.,, 
in the calendar. 
Send information to The 
Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Park Hall, Ithaca 
College, by Monday at 5 p.m. 
For more in(ormation, call 
Cslendar Manager Ana Liss at 











Tuesdays at 9 
Backstage 



















Thursdays at 8 
and 10 • 
Panorama 
Sundays at 6:30 




Mondays at 8:30 
Wednesdays at 7 
Thursdays at 9 
Screening 
Room 
Sundays at 8:30 




Sundays at 10:30 













Mondays at 6:30 · 
Wednesdays at 9 
Locat~ just off Route 13, Ithaca 
607:257.5337 
Ahcn. rnmbir & htl h 
Live on Tape · 
Mondays, 
. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at 
10:30 
Ya Think You · 
Know Sports 
Tuesdays at 6:30 
Wednesdays at 
7:30 
- - -- -- --- --- --




at 274-1618. la'.SSified 
Employment 
. Make Money taking Online 
Surveys. 
. Earn $10-$125 for Surveys. 
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. 
Visit 
www.cash4students.com/ithaca 
Bartender Trainees Needed 
$250 a day potential.· 
Local positions 
1-800-293-3985 ext. 299. 
Get Paid For Your Opinions 
Earn $15-$12S and more 
per survey! 
www.paidonlinesurveys.com 
EARN $300-$500+ per week PIT 
Work from your dorm. 
All training provided. 
www.dvdmonster.biz/superagent 





GRAND VICTORIAN MANSION 
One block to Commons 
completely remodeled, top quality 
' rooms with mini-kitchen; 9 new 
baths, large TV room, laundry. 
$345 and up. 273-9462. 
Spacious 3 bedroom apt. Walk to 
Commons. Laundromat around 
the corner, on-street parking. 
$385 per month. Includes heat, 
water, gas. Large living room, 
deck, large kitchen. Call Christian 
at 203-641-2332 
5 bedroom house 
Big living room and kitchen 
Laundry and packing available. 
· Big yard. $250 each person. Call 
after 2:30. 272~8343 
Two bedroom, furnished. Close.to ·. 
downtown. No pets. 2?3"-744_5 
Florida only $69 one-way, all . GRADUATION HOUSE RENTAL 
taxes included. Mexico/Caribbean . Beautiful home. Great neighbor-
$125 each way, all taxes inc.luded. .hood. Sleeps 8. Open floor plan. 
Europe $1 69 one way. · Great party house. Private yard 
Other worldwide destinations w/patio and grill. Perfect for 
cheap. Book online graduation party. _Call 277-4434 
www.airtech.com or 
. (212) 21~-7000. 206 Prospect St. 
S 
. B k , , . 1 1, 2 & 3-Bedroolil, . #1 · pnng rea vacations. . w/YJ carpeting, parking. · 
Cancun, Jam~ica, Acapulc(?, _ t aundry. Available August. 
Bahamas & Fland.a! Best parties, .,., ,•. Office 273-7368. see picture at 
best hotels, best prices! SP,aCe is .... · www.WestShoreApts.com. 
limited! Book now & save! 
1-800-:23.4.-7007. . 
www.encll~ummertours.com ~s -; . .:"" 
Available 2004-2005 school 
year. 6 Bedroom-3 Bedroom-2 
Bedrooms. Fumished; wash-
et/dryer, Parking, dlshw,sher:. . 
O.ne block from Commons. 
d
Coa@'sJ>rlvio~ chQot o~vec. , .. _. -----c_a..,..11_N_ea_1@_2_1_2_-2_s_s_s_. __ 
2 ~000 students, pnvate·lessons -. . Newly Renovated I 
with pick up and drop off, fine 2 Bedroom Townhouses· 
tuning for road test: 272-4473.- Conveniently locate(fon , , 
For Rent 
4 bedroom towhhouse:-212 Giles . 
St. Furnished, free laundry and 
trash collection. $1,200 per mo. 
272-1870. · 
South Hill - S. Aurora St. 3 or 6 
bedroom furnished apts. Newly· 
renovated. 272-3389 
or 533-8637. 
NEW MINI STUDIOS 
On the Ithaca Commons. TV 
lounge, laundry, n~ar everything. 
$400 and up. 273-9462. 
4 and 5 bedrooms. Furnished 
apts. Located E. State St. 2004-
2005. Phone 280-1985. 
523 E. State St. Victorian 4 bdrm, 
2 full bath, hardwood floors, 2 
enclosed porches, fully furnished, 
$1 ,400/month. Utilities. 273-1447. 
Three/Four bdrm spacious town-




Newly furnished 3 bedroom apt. 
New kitchen, bathroom and laun-
dry. Close to The Commons. Call 
257-0586 or 227-4445. 
On The Commons, ( arge 3 
bedroom. Furnished heat 
included. 272-7441 . . 
Furnished houses and ap~rt-
ments walking distance to IC. 
272-1115. 
Newly built 3 bedroom 
LOG CABIN available for 
GRADUATION 
or any other time. 
Gas fireplace, loft, 2 baths, coun-
try setting, 15 minutes 
from college.· 
. . South. HIii. . 
Available for 2004n005 School 
Year. · 
New Furniture! Double Beds! 
Laundry in Each Unit! Parking, 
Trash Removal & Private 
Balconies! 
·. CSP M~nagement 277-6961 or . 
info@cspmanagement.c~m. 
Rent early and Savel 
Short walk to Ithaca College 
Lovely 2 bedroom apt. on 
Pennsylvania Ave. Clean, quiet, 
furnished, heat and private 
parking included only $395 
each. 
277-0983. 
COUNTRY GARDENS 1, 2, 3 and 
4 bedrooms with deck and views. 
8-minute drive up to Cornell. Low 
rent includes heat, hot water, 
parking & garbage. 273-9462. 
FOR RENT Graduation w/e 
Elegant home on Cayuga Lake. 
Sleeps up to 10 in bedroom w/ 3 
full baths, fully equipped kitchen, 
gas grill on huge deck overlook-
ing lake & lg. dock on 100 ft. 
l~kefront, park at door. Video 




Nice Studio Apt on Hudson St. 
Please call after 2 p.m. at 272-
5210. 
2 bedroom apartment, . 
unfurnished, close to downtown. 
273-3931. 
NEW, NEW, NEW!!! 
85 LUXURY APTS 
, Studio, 2, 2, 6 BRs 
AT RENTS YOU CAN AFFORD. 
BRAND NEW FOR 2004 
15-MINUTE WALK TO CORNELL 
Big Rooms 
Very High Ceilings 





Management office in building 
Exquisite Studios from $595 
On-site parking only $50/month 
2sa·s. Aurora St. 
273-9462. 
2004-05 Studio Furnished, over-
looking 6 Mile Creek, on-street · 
parking, close to IC, washer+ 
dryer. 209 Giles St. . 
$545 includes all. 279-3090. 
3, 4, and 5 Bedroom Houses. 
Walking distance to IC. 
C~!_.27.~6052. 
2 & 3 bedroom apartments, 1 mile 
· to ic: Furnished~ utilities included, 
parking included.' For appointment 
call 546-7683 eveni~s. 
Studio 6 Bedroom Houses for rent 
· 2004-2005. South Hill and other 
locations.· Call today to inquire on 
. . ~. ~V~ilable listings. 




1 &-bedroom near bottom of East .· 
· Hill.Large, old house. $325 each 
· plus· ut. 27-2-1870. 
4 bedroom townhouse 212 Giles 
St. Furnished, free laundry and 
trash collection: $1,200per mo. 
272-1870. 
3 to 6 bedroom houses for rent. 
Furnished. Close to IC. 
273-4211. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Furnished, 
2 bath d/w, w/d, deck. Avail. 
8/1 /04: Call for appt. 
227-9003. 
Furnished-Affordable-Convenient 
3 & 4BR Free pkg/Ldry 
Dishwasher, Microwave, Pets, 
Flexible leases. 
Rent from $375-$410. Call 
257-455'7. 
GREAT Locations 
3, 4, 6 or 8 bedroom houses 
with free parking and laundry. 
Free wireless Internet access, 
big rooms. 
Call Mike 273-4430. 
Aurora Street 
. Three apartments in the same 
house. Can be rented as 2 bed-
room apt., 5 bedroom apt., or 7 
, bedroom apt. Heat included. 
. · Available Aug. 15, 2004. 
Call 272-1944. 
CALL FOR MORE · 
INFORMATION 607-659-7719. 
Lip Shimmers 
Brand new 5 bedroom apartment, 
in a nice l0cation. Two full baths, 
laundry, dishwasher and fully ' 
furnished. Call 266-8915 or 
e-mail at 
GAVRAMl1@twcny.rr.com 
7 shimmering shades to soothe.smooth & hlghffght your lips 
House of Shalimar 
14? ~I :: Cv1'7T-.::·. ~ 
thaca l'I y· ~ --+850 • 273 ~939 • o;--ien :.:;\'er V(l,1-. 
For Rent 
. Spring 1 bedroom. Close to 
Comn:ions, parking, near laundry 
and store. $465. Cute. Pets O.K. 
. 227-1514. 
Lakefront, 1, 2 & 3 Bedrooms, 
5 miles to IC. Available June or 
August. Free Parking. 
Office 273-7368. See pictures at 
www.WestShoreApts.com. 
Graduation and Alumni 
Weekends 
3 bedroom house 





Now Leasing BRAND NEW 2-4 
bedrooms, 3-4 baths, multi-level 
house, with large game room, 
laundry, fireplace, 2 car garage, 
patio_s and decks with gorgeous 
views. Pro~ssionally landscaped. 
2,500-3,500 square feet. 
$1,800-$2,400 
*************,********** 
NEW UNIQUE bi-level 
townhouse, fµrni~hed 3 bed-
rooms, 2 baths. 1 block to 
Commons and laundry. Desks, 
storage and free of:f~street park-
ing, Favdrite IC location! 
• $t, 1 QO/month plus utilities. 
*********************** 
For More lnformation·_ please call 
Jason 256-1081 ort;ieJi,ag~ Park -
Town Homes, Inc. 277-6260. 
2 & .3 bedroom apt. 1 mile to IC. 
. -Furnished, utilities included, 
.. - ·parking Included. 277-3937. 
1 and 3 bedroom apts. Close to 
Ithaca College. Fully furnished 
with off.:street parking. 
, Call 272-5647 or..592:-0150 or :;. ,, ,,, ~ .. 213'-5192 '· ' ! ·, 
.. ·r :· . - ·- .. - • . 
2, 3, 5 bedroor:n apt. ; furnished 
parking, laundry, great location. 
Close to IC and downtown. 
. 272-3832. . . 
FOR RENT 
1 Room in new house spring 
semester. Close to campus. 
Washer/dryer included. Contact 
· ASAP Jessie ('7:16) 378-5399. 
YOU WANT IT ALL 
AND YOU *CAN* HAVE IT! 
WITH HOUSING SOLUTIONS! 
FIREPLACES! SKYLIGHTS! 
PETS! POOL TABLES! 
SMOKING/NON-SMOKING! 
WHATEVER YOU WANT, WE 
.PROBABLY HAVE! 
THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE 
FROM! WE UPDATE EVERY 
DAVI IT'SAS EASY AS 1, 2, 3! 
Housing Solutlons Can Help. 
MAKING LIFE EASIER SINCE 
1991 . WE'RE AT ITHACA'S #1 
SOURCE FOR RENTALS! 
272-6091 *Dryden Road -
www.houslngsolutlons.com 
AURORA STREET 
2 blocks to Commons Huge, 
bright 3 & 4 bedrooms. New 
kitchens w/dishwashers. · 
Furnished, laundry, porch. Many 
windows, bus at corn~r . 
273-9462. 
COLLEGE .- . ·. · ............. , ... ·.· .,····••,•, ... ·.··.·- · ·-
:-:, :-.; 
. ~'&'\\'"\ i 
UJ,X,.,ss 
··2,o·w ··Cbmfflons; 1tHac1;·m ··· 
273-6667 ■ 256-2777 
WW'!'-t-shi_rtexpr~ssio~s.com 
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For Rent 
Vista Circle Apartments 
2 & 3 Bedroom Townhouses 
Furnished/Unfurnished, 
Spacious, Carpeted/HW Floors, 
Private Street Parking. 




Luxury Studio 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. 
Intercom, laundry, elevator. Call 
273-94E?2. 
Vista Circle Townhouse 
Available Spring Semester 2004 
2 Bedrooms, Unfurnished, 
Spacious. 
$685 Plus All Utilities. 
CSP Management 277-6961 or 
. www.cspmanagement.coni: 
HOUSESIMANYS+BDRMs 
STILL AVAILABLE! BEAUTIFUL 
HOUSES! CLOSE TO CAMPUS! 
HUNDREDS OF UNITS! 
WE HAVE THE LARGEST -
PROPERTY DATABASE IN 
· ITHACA.UPDATED DAILY! 
'GET IN BEFORE IT'S TOO 
LATE! WE'RE ITHACA'S #1 




NEED A SUBLET?.GOT A 
SUBLET.?·YOU CAN FIND OR 
RENT YOUR PLACE EVEN 
WHILE YOU AWAY. 
• ;- 1 Your-Sublet ConnectlonJs .,, , 
· Housing Solutions . . , · · · 
272-6091 *Dryden Road .,:t• 
~-housi':',~~ol~tions.
0






The Ithacan • om-1cs 
DILBERT RI BY SCOTT ADAMS 
ACCORD I NG TO THIS 
REPORT, OUR EMPLOY-
EES ARE AFRAID TO . 
TAKE RISKS. 
EVERY TIME OUR 
POINTY-HAIRED BOSS 
LEAVES HIS OFFICE, I 
SNEAK IN AND SEAL 
AN AIR HOLE. 
WELL, LOOK WHO 
CAME BACK TO 
DANCE WITH 
DEATH. 
------------.... ~ .... ---------...... E .E 
~ WE CAN TRAIN THEM ~ WE DID 






I GIVING THEM STRE:rCH ~ · RAISE 
ff GOALS AND PUNISHING ~ MORALE. 








t!i __________ _ 
I'M TR YING TO SEE 
IF HE'LL SUFFOCATE 
WHEN HE CLOSES HIS 
DOOR. 
I'VE NEVER HAD A 
HOBBY BEFORE. I 
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CROSSWORD BY UNITED MEDIA 
ACRQSS 
1 . Rustler's 
objective 




12 Cat's utterance 
13 Tabloid topic 
14 Roman poet 
15 Paris miss 
(abbr.) · 
16 Soho co. 
17 Ramble around 
18 Markets 
DOWN 
1 Sound of deep 
thought 
.2, Lampreys 
3 Auditfon hope 
4 Resided , 
5 "Oklahoma oil -
tovvn: .::.,. .r . 
6 T award the · 
stern 
7 Nonverbal OK 
a Dawn; . 
to a poet 
9 Stratford's 
river --~ 
,•li.-._ 5 .. !);4-: .. ;,_ .. - l p · , ,~ -IIA .. _.;,.,- l!.i>. ,• -':, ._. -.: ~-=~and to Y-teld . . ' """ d, ,;,_;,L. 
11 Bad day 
GET FUZZY '· BY DARBY CONLEY 
21 Ascertains 
24 Veered 
27 - and aah 
28 Bump hard 
31 Regretted 
deeply . 
· .. ·· 32 Tropical 
33 Ragged 
34·PFCboss 




. 39 Looks.radiant · 
.. 43 Aegk>ns . 
46 Sand mandala 
builder . • 
47 Chrooiosome 
material 
··· 49 Up above 
51 State.firrrily 
52 Vanish into 
thin- · · 
53 · AuctiOneer's. Cly 
54 · Hamlet or·· 
Ophelia 
- 55 Gufl pellets 
. . 56 -Amtrak driver 
for Caesar 
19 Took in tow 
20 Blonde shade 
22~ --
23 .- -· too shabby 
24 Soph' .. and jr. · 
25 Dog days mo. 
26 Soggy ,-
28 Position . ,, 
29 Louvre c:,fispiay 
30. MO assistants 
:32 Go quickly 
· 33 Almost grown 
35 Fem. honorific 




40 Molten rock 




45.Tune . · 
47 Paton 
48 Tip of a pen 




B9mbers prepare for postseason 
21st-ranked women's basketball team downs Elmira 
in final game before hosting conference tournament 
• . Page 25 
MICAH KARG/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE MATTHIAS KEIB (left) battles Cortland's Stet Sair in the final match at 141 pounds. Keib won in a 10-7 dt!cision. 
· Keib-(rowned state champ 
)Mnbers send-three to natWnals, but only sophomore wins title 
BY MICAH KARG "Once somebody loses, it gets in our Israel and Beach will compete at nationals 
Staff Writer , ,, head," Beach said. "l(.yle.':s our sparkplug." l\{~c;h 5-9.)\.emmerer finish~d_fourth at 125 
·,-.. · · : ; , Because of Johnspn's .injufy, Ithaca for- ahdwas~ari~~Ha\v~lerfrom 
What a disappointment. feited at 141. At 149, senior Greg Skiff lost · the ~nference does not ~vel to nationals, 
Of the 10 Ithaca wrestlers at the·Empire to the eventual champ; at 157, top..;seeded Kemmere, will ,., · 
Col~iate Wrestling Conference Champi- Beach lost 5-3 and at 165, top~seeded Israel compete. -
onships, o~ sophomore Matthias Keib ad- lost 4-3. Both Beach and Israel finished a dis:.. 
vanced to the ' championship match. appointing third, but because of their. success 
Several Bombers were· leading in their throughout the season, each was awarded a 
second-round matches, but Keib was the lone wild-card berth to nationals. • 
member of the squad to come out victorious. At 17 4, Keib won 9-3, putting ah end to 
He went on to win the 174-pound weight class the Bombers' ·six-match losing streak. 
at RIT Saturday. "He stayed focused on what he had to do," 
Ithaca will 'Send three wrestlers - Keib · Nichols said. "He wasn't gonna have the . 
and juniors, Marc Israel ~-------- team's previous losses 
and K.C. Beach -to the · --· change his psyche." 
NCAA Division III Na.:. e're am.omen- · Unfortunately, Keib's 
tional Championsliips at m. . o. nee those win wasn't enough mo-
Loras College in Iowa mentum for the rest of the 
March 5-6. ~- t ,..,., · t d semifinals. 
Ithaca started the six- 11fS tvvt> Wen . .OWn, · Sophomore Rob 
team tournament .. with even1.onLS 'o· st St~bs,)•~as pinned by the 
wins in the 125 and, 133 • J' · a 
11 
eventual champ at 184, 
pound weight . classes. fre~hman Nick Calandrino 
But then. the team's day Sophomore lost by decis'ion at-197,·and 
took a tum for the worse. junior tri-captain Bryan 
Freshman Adam Johnson Petti los_t 6-4 in the)1~;ivy- · · 
was lifted up by his opponent and dropped weight division to the eventual champion; 
on his shoulder and neck. He was knocked With Johnson in the hospital anq Keib in 
unconscious and was wheeled out of the gym the finals, eight Bon;\bers were in· the· con- · 
on a stretcher, on his way to Strong Memo- solation bracket; the qighest they could place · 
rial Hospital. was second. · · 
"When I saw him go down, I didn't think Stubbs-won three straight maf'ches t<:> notch . 
he got hurt," Keib said. "Then he was quiv- second place, but, despite an impie~s'.ive ~i~ ·· · 
ering. I saw he wc:1~ _kpocked .out;_ and; the " fohrt@~lce, was not granted a :wild card. He · 
wheels came out. I knew it was bad." was the only Bomber to finisp. second, 
Johnson's injury cast a pall over the re- "I thought he deserved to go," Nichols 
mainder of the tournament for the Bombers. said. "He wrestled well, but that 'one 
They were distracted. The team continually match got him." · 
asked coaches Marty,• Nichols and Ryan . That one match was when Stubbs was 
Ciotoli for updates on Johnson's .condition. pinned by Ben Locke in the semifinal round, 
Tqe Bombers won out for the ·'rest of the but Beach, a tri-captain, points hi~ fing~r 
opening round, but the semifinals were a dif~ . ' :at himself for Stubbs~ end to the season. : 
ferent story. · · · "I put the blame of Stubbs not going on 
Freshman Kyle Kemmerer was pinned iri me because I was supposed to win," said 
the 125-pound weight class. At 133 pounds, Beach, who was an alternate selection last 
junior Lance Dolson lo.st 13-11 to Tony · 'year. "I know how Rob feels. Last sea- , 
D 'Ambra of Brockport,.who was· named the son I didn't go because senior Jeff {Edel- · ; 
meet's outstanding wrestler: · stein] got the wild carcl." .. 
Even though wrestling is a one-on-one As a team, Ithaca finished 
sport, the two straight losses created a rip-_ · third with 62.5 points. Brockport 
pie effect throughout the lineup. won six weight classes and had 
"We're a momentum team/' Keib said. 105.0 points, followed by Cortland; (70.5), 
"Once those first two went down, everyone Ithaca, Oswego (57.0), Oneonta (43.5) ~d 
lost focus." RIT (8.0). . 
Beach felt the same way. . Despite an overall disappointing day, Keib,. 
MICAH ~RG/THE ITHACAN · 
FRESHMAN KYl;E KEMMERER (top) was· 
named an.alternate wild card :a.election to 
the national meet In Iowa Mar. 5 .. a . 
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rook S career 
BY MICAH KARG 
Staff Writer 
In the ambulance, freshman Adam 
Johnson had to ask teammate Jeff Edel-
stein five times who he wrestled. 
Johnson simply had no idea. 
"The last thing I really remember is 
warming up before the match," Johnson 
said Monday, back at Ithaca College. 
When Johnson hit the mat at I :03 of 
the first period and didn't get up, the crowd 




land, was lifted 
and put down, 
usually a routine 
move. But this 
time, Johnson's 
right shoulder 
blade struck the . 
' JOHNSON mat first, knocking 
him unconscious. 
Trainers came to Johnson's side as 
the 141-pounder lay motionless on his 
back, his arms extended to each side. 
Johnson began to convulse as th¢ para-
medics arrived. He was put on a stretch-
er and wheeled out of Clark Gymna- ., 
sitim at RIT en route to Strong · 
Memorial Hospital. Johnson's girl-
Jriend, Monie?., her mother and Edel- J 
. ~-+i, a ~or:"not ~ding because of ! 
injury, went along with Johnson:;:, ·. 
· ·Throughout· the · afternoon, the 
· Bombers got updates through phone 
calls from Edelstein aboutJohnson's sta-
tus. They heard his wrestling career was 
over. They heard about cracked verte- . 
brae. They heard-it could be worse than 
that - he may never walk again. 
In the hospital, Johnson lay in the 
bed hooked up to a 30-hour intravenous 
steroid. Initially, the doctor said he had · 
a broken back and needed surgery . 
. Johnson was shocked. 
"I've been wrestling as long as I've 
been walking," Johnson said. "I just 
closed my eyes and· prayed." 
Maybe the praying worked. He was 
diagnosed with. a third-degree concus-
sion anq two disloc~ted · disks, which '· 
"miraculousJy" slipped back into place 
at some point during ,the afternoon. ·· 
· · After the tournament was over and 
the team found out who would be go-
ing ~o nationals, the squad boarded the- -. 
bus· and went .straight.to the hospital 
Saturday. ni,ght: The team st.ayed .4ntil 
rnidn:ight: · : · ·· ·· 
·The Bombers wanted to :·see':·how 
Johnson was doing a11d to cheer him up. 
Their camaraderie got the job done . 
. "Jeffcomfo~ed me all day," John-
son said. "It was r~ally good to see' the 
team and know that they cared." 
Assi~tant coach Ryan . Ciotoli 
brighteqed Johnson's day a little more. 
He .got him pi?Z~-and two milkshakes, 
a meal Johnson had craved alf day. 
Johnson's singlet ·had to be cut off in 
the_hp~pital.Knowinghow mµfh his uni-
. fortn , meant to him, his -teammates 
signed their names on it and hung it above 
• his bed before they left for ltlwca . 
. ,· ·. Johnson, now bacfaf school, has 
numbness from his right kriee to his hip. 
... The doctors told him he should walk 
and swimJor the next montl), but no 
running or weightlifting. He'll see a 
neurosurgeon over spring break. 
"I can't complain," Johnson saiq. 
''The doctor at the hospital said I 
wouldn't walk again, and I walked out 
of the hospital.". 






a mission impossible 
Saturday, at the annual Ithaca Chili 
Cook-off, lthacans imbibed shot 
glass-sized cups of chili, then, decidedly 
drunk from neighborly fart fumes, carried 
on a painful tradition of entertainment -
mounting the mechanical bull. 
Victor Santos Jr. was one of them. 
The 17-year-old hopped on the 
hydraulic hoss with ease. Soon, Victor 
was smoothly riding the bull, left hand 
in the air, right knuckles over-handing 
the bull rope. 
"I'm riding it!" he exclaimed to his 
dad. Feeling dared, the bull's operator 
shouted back, "Oh, you 're ready to start?" 
With the flip of a dial and a jerk on a 
knob, the bull took a violent swing to the . 
left and shook Victor to the floor. 
Next up was a burly man nearly twice 
the size of the bull itself. With wild hair 
and a Ted Nugent T-shirt, he mounted the 
bull and hollered "Let'r rip!" Five sec-
onds later he was on his back. 
John Macbeth, the operator, shook the 
victim's hand. Macbeth, 29, has seen some 
spills in his life. He's been riding bulls -
real ones - for nine years now. Here, he's 
.the saddle-carrying sadist, keeping riders 
between fun and frightened before toss-
ing them at the time of his liking. 
"Basically it's just a big ol' video game 
for me," he said. 
That's not too far from the truth. Mac-
beth works two handles on top of a 3-foot 
metal box, one for front an<;l back speed, 
the other for spinning the bull from side 
• to side. With a twitch of his thumb, Ma-c-
beth can send the bull from Debra 
Winger-like slow motion to vertebrae-
snapping professional speed. 
"I can get you off whenever I want," 
he said. 
Of course, that's not always right away 
- like when two buck-naked women sat 
face-to-face and were "pretty much go-
ing to town on each other," which Mac-
beth says happened once. "I made that 
one last as long as I could." 
After a few hours, the crowds began 
to dwindle. But Macbeth was ready to 
draw them back. 
Tossing his coat to the ground, he 
climbed atop the metal ~ox. With his left 
foot, he kicked the back-and-forth 
switch into high gear. Then he jumped 
from the box, springboarded offthe·safe-
ty air mattress around the bull and land-
ed on top of the machine, mid-motion. 
The crowd went nuts. Then, when oth-
er men would have pondered a life with-
:~~ out children, Macbeth dismounted the · 
bull with ease. 
The line shot up again, and this time, 
I was at the front. 
I · hopped on the bull quickly and 
gripped it with my thighs, knees and an-
kles tighter than Xenia Onatopp did to 
James Bond in "Goldeneye." With that 
video-game grin on his face, Macbeth 
started it up. Slowly, my underhand grip 
came undone. I should tiave worn a glove. 
I rotated left. My leg vice began to slip. 
I looked at Macbeth. He smiled, threw 
the bull to the right and tossed me. 
Somehow, I landed on both feet. I was 
disappointed. You don't see the champi-
on bull-rider tiptoe off a bucking bull. It . 
was an act of cowardice. You ride the bull 
on its back anq then fall on your own. 
That's the way it works. 
I walked back to Macbeth. I told him 
my feet slipped. He nodded sympathet- . 
ically. With that, my bull-riding career 
was over. Some day I'll be back though, 
,, and I'll rid~ that thing to the ground. And· 
-"J" , .'' that's no bull. . · · 
; ·; . 
,: Pr~ss Box appears in this space every 
· ,~.week. E-mail Charlie Ellsworth at 
. · cellswol@ithaca.edu. 
.:i •,_ 
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SENIOR MEGAN HUGHES, shown here In practice, set a ch,mpionship-meet record l_n the 2~0-yard Individual medley. 
State champions again 
&mbers gluk past opponents, win fourth straight title 
BY ALEX DE LOS RIOS 
Staff Writer 
- After what was probably Ithaca's 
toughest season in recent years - one filled 
with nagging injuries and the team's only 
loss in four years - the Bombers went to 
the state championship and made winning 
look simple. 
Ithaca scored an absu,d 1,4(,() 
in -t,f, 
School in Syracuse last weekend. Second-
place Hartwick finished 609 points back. The 
finish marked·the fourth straight victory for 
the Bombers at the state meet and their 20th 
overall. To the seniors, none has been 
sweeter than this one. 
"It was the frosting on the cake, really," 
senior captain Emily Evans said. '~is has 
been our most challenging season team-wise, 
having our first loss in a long time and all 
the personal things people had to overcome." 
Most of the problems stemmed from the 
plague of injuries that seemed to infect the 
Bombers. Several times in the season, the 
Blue and 'Gold had to compete without se-
nior captains Megan Hughes and Kristen 
Shorette and once without coach Paula Miller. 
At one meet, lhe lineup wasn't decided un-
. til just two hours before the meet started. 
But every time the Bombers seemed to 
start taking in water, it was their stellar se-
niors who kept them from sinking. And at 
states, it was the senior class who solidified 
its place as one of the greatest in school his- port they received from teammates and par-
tory. The seniors alone scored 881 points, ents, that fueled thedominating performance·.· 
enough to win the meet by 30. Ithaca's relay teams won four out of five 
Miller said she wasn't surprised by the events, including a NCAA "B" cut time for 
performance of the seniors, especially the senior team of Hughes, Yellin, Farwell 
Hughes, who earned an NCAA "A" cut time and Sarah Bond in the 200-yard freestyle 
with a championship-meet record 2:06.90 relay. The Bombers will find out today at 5 
in the 200-yard individual medley. She also p.m. if they'll get one last chance to com-
won first place in the 200-y~rd freestyle in pete, Hughes said. 
1:54 • lllllil:~ 4,'sy .. ~:J:ilp!lla 4M!ifW Ulll~,.,. Ul.:l .~ -~llllil!::_, 
- ,=~-.......__..;..;;;.i;......,....,;,..,.; ~-uft~WftS -SMne0 aollftl~ ilCIU 
"B" cut times. as frosting on the inexperienced 
"She did a tremen- class. 
dous job - 2:06 is ex- , real/ "It was weird ~--'1"'· 
'tremely fast, and ii didn't ••·-~mrr to ,expect 
really set the tone for [from the freshmen]," Hugh-
the rest of the meet," Senior es said. 
Miller said. ------------ "There's a lot of pressure 
· Hughes' teammates set 11 other NCAA to be fast because you're tiom Ithaca, and 
cut tinies. Shorette, Ithaca's other "A" qual- it can be overwhelming, but the girls 
ifier, topped off her last visit to states with stepped up and showed us they can ban-
.a_ first-place finish in the 1-meter diving com- die it." 
petition. Shorette and Hughes are both The nine freshmen racked. up 150 points. 
guaranteed spots at the NCAA natjonal meet, Kristy Gifford led the rookies with 59 points 
which starts March 11. in three events. Freshman diver Jenna 
Following the lead of their classmates, se~ Rosenberg finished sixth in the I-meter div-
niors Andrea Farwell and Michelle Yellin ing event and 12th in the 3-meter dive. 
posted wins in the 50-yard freestyle and 200~ Evans attributed much of the Ithaca's sue-
yard backstroke, respectively. But it was the cess to the team's strong morning races and 
performance of the Blue and Gold telay the performance of its seemingly unbeatable 
teams that epitomized how the individuals relay teams. Evans expressed pride in the 
came together as one unit. · Bombers' ability to·come together better than 
Both Hughes and Evans said it was the the other squads. · 
Bombers' relay teams, and the rousing sup- "Everyone fed off of each other's per-
formances," Evans said. "That includes· 
people at the top of the pbdium and the peo-
ple who swam time trials and consolations." 
The Bombers' success never waned 
through the three-day tournament. Saturday 
night, the final night of competition, the team 
took the top three places in back-to-bad~ events. 
It started with the 200-yard backstroke, 
where Yellin placed first, followed by class-
mate Kim Stepien and budding freshman Jill 
Donaldsqn. Then, in the 100-yard freestyle, 
Hughes finished first, followed by Bond and 
Farwell. · 
_ Evans was impressed with Ithaca's 
performance on the last day of state com-
petition. 
"Finishing one-two~three in back-to-
back competitions is something you hardly 
see," Evan.s said. "That was something that 
really showed how well our team came to-
gether in the end." 
Reflecting on her 13th state championship 
as Ithaca's head coach, Miller remembered 
the words of an awestruck Bomber freshman 
· at the meet. 
REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR SARAH BOND, along with seniors Andrea Farwell, Megan Hughes and Mlchelle 
Yellln, earned a "8'' quallfylng time In the 200-yard freestyle relay at the state meet. 
· "I remember her telling one of the senior 
captains that she didn't know Ithaca was that 
good," Miller said. "I think that's quite a 
compliment." 
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Bombers fly _past Eagles, 92-67 
Ithaca wall<JJ)s first-round foe in preview of con/ erence semifinal ~ 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
It's almost as though the Bombers 
consciously play mind . games with 
their opponents, letting them believe 
for a brief moment that they have even 
the ·slightest chance of dismantling 
Ithaca's game.' 
In a preview of Saturday's Empire 8 
tournament semifinal match-up, the 
Bombers reminded Elmira why they are 
No. 1 in the conference, · with a 92-67 
bludgeoning of th~ Soaring Eagles. 
The Bombers, who dropped their first . 
Cleary or an outstanding block by junior 
Jessica Poole. 
The Soaring Eagles, once bug-eyed 
with intensity, became drawn with dis-
couragement and folded. 
Although the loss was disheartening 
for Elmira, it was made worse because 
the Soaring Eagles now face the seem-
ingly impossible task of coming ·back 
Saturday to try to break down Ithaca's 
offense and penetrate the Blue and 
Gold's wall-like defense. 
However, the Bombers will not take 
Elmira lightly when the two teams meet 
for the second time in one week. 
"We have to step up and play even 
better," Ke~ly said. "They're going to 
want to win even more." 
Empire 8 game to Hartwi~k Friday, 
teased Elmira early. Ithaca shot a mere 
32 percent from the field in tlie first half 
before sinking 62 percent in the second. 
In contrast, Elmira was playing sol-
id basketball - with confidence that de-
feating Ithaca was a feasible task. 
Kelly said the key to the team's sue- - :::-
cess is playing solid defense. 
LARRY WESTLERfTHE ITHACAN 
S01:»HOMORE MEGAN MICHO looks to make a pass as she hurdles Elmira's Jennifer Parker. 
Micho dominated the boards, grabbing seven defensive rebounds to lead the Blue and Gold. 
"Our mindset entering this game was 
'Ithaca is beatable,"' Elmira coach 
Matt Donohue said. "But you can nev-
er come into it feeling overconfident." 
Though Elmira led at the half, before 
long the Soaring Eagles didn't have to 
worry about overconfidence, but lack ol 
confidence, as the Bombers picked up 
· their intensity and play. 
"We came out the same way against 
Hartwick," said freshman Sue Kelly, who 
contributed 12 points and three assists-to 
the victory. "We didn't want to have th~ 
same ending as we had that time." 
. Kelly and senior Kelly Gawrosnki, 
who led the team · in scoring with 16 
points, agreed that ~he loss to Hartwick 
helped . put things in perspective and 
prevent overconfidence. 
Tuesday's .win showed the Bombers' 
tough mentalitY. and fwther conveyed that. 
· though the Ha,rtwick loss proved they ac-
- tually are capable of losing, Ithaca is the 
'favorite in this weekend's tournament. 
From the start of the second half, there 
was a visible difference in the Bombers' 
play. Gawronski and .sophomore Jill 
Post, playing with a broken metatarsal in 
her left hand, dominated under the bas-
ket. Senior Jennie. Swatling, who scored 
.just two points irt the first half, began sink-
ing her shots. She ended the game with 
10 points and a game~high 11 rebounds. 
The·Bombets' revived play warrant-
ed the crowd's cheers from the offensive 
and defensive ends, whether it was a 
courageous drive by junior Stephanie· 
Coach Dan Raymond said that 
against Hartwick the defense lacked in-
tensity - an aspect the Bombers had re-
lied upon all season. 
"We've really tried to re-energize"the 
defense and really emphasized that 
we've got to get after it and pressure," 
Raymond said. 
Entering the game, Raymond said he 
stressed to his players the ability of Elmi-
ra's outside shooters and the importance 
of knowing where those shooters were. 
After struggling on defense in the first 
half, the Bombers switched from a zone 
defense to a man-to-man. It worked. 
The Bombers scored 58 points in the 
second half and held Elmira to 32 . 
Ithaca's depth-and versatility were on 
display . Tuesday. Though the team 
scored 92 points, not ~lie player scored 
20 on her own. That will help the team 
_in its effort to win the conference tour-
nament this weekend to receive· an au-
tomatic bid-to the NCAA toum~ent. 
"Having everyone from the be11;ch go-
ing in and playing and still winning by 
[nearly] 30 points shows that the whole 
team can play no matte_r who is out 
there," Gawronski said. "That is what we 
·want, what we hope for." 
Elmira, like most oflthaca's opponents, 
fell victim to Ithaca's offensive on-
. slaught. Do~oh~e ·said it is important for 
a team to have at least some confidence, 
but after Tuesday's wiri, in which the 
Bombers play¢ some of their_ best bas-
ketball thus far this season, Ithaca seems 
to have the upper hand in Saturday's re-
. match and the conference tournament. 
Blue and Gold shuts down Elmira to close ·out regular season 
BY JIM 1-!AWVER Whatever . was said carried over to three-point shooter on the year . . He scored 29 
Staff Writer Tuesday night. Senior Tyler Schulz led the points in the teams' first meeting this season 
offense with 30 pQints, including-18 in the and 25 in the second . . 
The Bombers' 76-62 win over Elmira first half. But Ithaca can't just ·concentrate on 
Tuesday night was meaningless in the Em- Sophomore guard Jim Bellis had 14 Morley. The Cardinals' biggest strength is the 
pire 8 .standings. However, it did put a ban- · points, and · senior forward Tariq Ahmad depth and diversity of their offense. They 
dage over Ithaca's recently inflicted added a career-high 11. . have eight players sconng· at least · six , 
wounds. · The game's largest difference -.yas at the points per game. 
Friday, lowly Hartwick, which had ~een free-throw line, where lthaca,was 18 for 24, . But Ithaca may have caught a break. Mike 
winless in conference play, downed the Blue and Elmira was only seven for 11. McGee (7.5 points per game) and his broth-
and Gold, 71-69. The Bombers also out-rebounded the er Pat (6.1 ppg) have been suspended for the 
Saturday, Utica defeated Ithaca·, 64-40, .. Soaring Eagles, 40 to 23. Mullins said that toum.amentbecause of their involvement in ' 
and held the Bombers to a pathetic 13 for 55 · trend will have to be extended when fourth- a fight with Nazareth players during a con-
shooting from the field, including two for 22 seeded Ithaca visits top-seeded St. John Fi'sh- test at St. John Fisher Saturday. 
from three-point range. · er over the weekend. Offensively, the Blue· and Gold's 
But Tuesday's win gives the Blue, and The Cardinals beat the Bombers, 84-80; scheme will be simple: Get the ball inside 
Gold much-needed confidence goirig into in overtime in Rochester fan. · 30 and then to Schulz. · · · 
Saturday's semifinal game of the inaugur- again, 81-78, in double-overtime Feb. 14on "He's a marked man," Mullins said. "In 
al Bmpire· 8 Tournament again~t host St. -·· South Hill. · · my opinion, he's the p~ayer of the year in the 
John Fisher. . . 'Btit Bellis believes that if.the Blue and conference: He's getting douJ,le-teamed 
"We were definitely :wounded ovet the Gold were able to quiet the Elmira offense, and in some cases, triple-teamed. He's be-
weeken_d and hurting," coach Jim Mullins . that.they can _do the same to the Cardinals. . come much inore consistent with-his 16-foot 
said. "Probably everybody in the program · · "Fisher's style i~ similar to Elmira's: They jumper. You can ~t jusf play him .inside.~•-
spent most of Sunday trying to figure out just penetrate, pene,trate~ penetrate and kick -And. it doesn't bother Schulz that he will -
what the heck went wrong. On the outside, the· ball out to perimeter shooters," he said. be playing in the loudest-and roosi hostile-at-
. it doesn't look like much of a win; but l feel · And Matt Modey is the Cardinals' most · · mosphere in the• Emp~ s: · •.· · 
very good about what we did tonight. We • .dangerous three-point threat. . _ ~•To tell you the truth, I actually like·get- · 
needed this win." · Defensively, Ithaca will ·look to mix up ting booed and made fun of," he said. "No 
After the Ioss·toUtica, the Bombers asked .. · its sets between mm-to-:ma,n and zone in or- matterifthey are booing or cheering~ ,it's al-
.the coaching staff if they could· be alone in . der to slow down the high,;.powered :St. John , ways a fun place' to play." . . REBECCA GARONER/THE ITHACAN 
the locker room. where they talked for 20 or . . · Fisher offense led by Morley, who averages An upset over the ·No. 1-seed Cardinals : . · SENIOR TARIQ AHMAD ·9COl'8d · a anar- , 
. _  25 minll\eS •. M1.dlins ~id. 12.6 poi!$ ~r game _and is a 42 perce_n~ \Vou}4J~ .ev~n more, fu~~-. _ _ .,._11 polntll~'"-llhaca'1~wln. 
_,.__ 
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BY JIM HAWVER 
Staff Writer 
Scott Guerra wants the 
Bombers to have the philosophy of 
the teams in this year's Super 
Bowl, the New England Patriots 
and Carolina Panthers. 
"They weren't the most skilled 
teams, but playing together is 
what sets aside good teams from 
even better teams," he said. 
The senior forward and captain 
believes that this spring's edition of 
the Blue and Gold is the closest-knit 
group he has been a part of, and that 
factor is what they will rely on the 
most to contend for an NCAA 
Tournament bid. 
And they must live up to that af-
ter losing 13 players to graduation, 
including four All-Americans: at-
tack Nick Mayer, midfielder Den-
nis J uleff, defender Tim Riley and 
goalie Ryan Martin. 
The quartet led the Blue ·and 
Gold to an overall record of 11-3 
and an Empire 8 finish of 6-1. A 13-
12 double-overtime loss to confer-
ence foe Nazareth at the end of the 
season cost Ithaca an automatic 
playoff berth. 
But coach Jeff Long wouldn't 
speak. a word about last year. He is 
focused on· this season. 
"We don't have too many indi-
vidual stars out there," he said. 
"There's a lot of talent that goes 
pretty deep, but there's not any big-
time stud that we are going to rely 
on .game in and game out." 
Last year, . Ithaca depended 
heavily on individual perfor-
mances, including that of Mayer at 
attack. He was third on the team in 
goals with 26 and second on_ the 
team in points with 46. 
Filling in for Mayer will be ju-
nior Brian Weil, who led the team 
with 48 points in 2003. It will be 
his job to orchestrate the Blue and 
Gold's offense and feed the ball to 
the rest of his unit. 
Senior Jeff Slack and junior 
Sean Thomson will join Weil at at-
tack. 
Despite the loss of Juleff, who 
became the college's first four-time 
All-American, the midfield is still 
the deepest section of the team. Se-
nior captains Guerra, who scored 13 
goals _last year, and Josh Marks-
berry, the face-off man who led the 
Empire 8 with l J 9 ground balls, 
will anchor the unit. Junior captain 
Jeff Welch will start alongside the 
two seniors. _ 
The midfield's most potent of-
fensive weapou will come from for-
mer attack junior Brett Huckle who 
led the team -in scoring with 31 
goals last year. 
Though the offense is fairly 
deep, the defense could be where 
the Bombers are most vulnerable. 
Riley, who Weil said the team 
would miss the most, made three 
consecutive appearances on the all-
conference first team. 
Taking his place will be senior 
Brett Campbell, who, because of his 
rough football-style. of play, will 
guard opponents' top offensive 
players, Long said. 
Junior _Kevin Curtin and sopho-
more Andrew Zysk will join Camp-
bell on. the starting defensive rotation. 
But the biggest question in the 
Bombers' roster still remains 
unanswered: Who will 'repl~ce 
Martin? The All-American goalie 
was named Empire 8 Player of the 
Don't. just watch the stars ... 
* BEASTAR! * 
,,, '"" .A •• ,, •• , .A 
•• •• , a1.A11T 1c11aa11i 
FRII DIIIIIIT BAR 
Win P,lzet 
Live Music 
Sunday. Feb 29th 2004 
Coffeehouse/Pub 
. · 7:30pm! 
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EYES ~N THE BALL, senior toward Scott Guerra will lead an inexperienced· Ithaca team. . · 
Year in 2002 and led the league last "Last year, we weren't a:eally a 
season with an 8.23 goals against family-oriented team," he said. 
average. "This year, everybody is really 
Fighting for the position are ju- close. We get along so well off the 
nior Andrew Eisen, sophom~~e field that we bring that unity on 
Reid Palmieri and freshman Den-, the field." · 
nis Butler, but each has little o~ no Even aj~ that bond last year, 
game experience. Ithaca came close to postseason 
Long .said he has not made a de- play. Very close. . 
cision on which of the three will Ithaca's first loss was at the New 
start the first game of the year. It York lns~itute of Technology, 13-10. 
could be as late as midseason un- NYIT later went on to lose in the 
til a permanent starter is named. Division II national championship. 
Even though the starting roster · Ithaca's second blemish came at 
won't be finalized, Marksberry the hands of rival Cortland, 10-9, 
believes that the team will still . in overtime. The Red Dragons 
thrive on camaraderie. were ranked sixth in the nation at 
the time and eventually lost -in the 
national semifinal in overtime. 
Other than the loss to Nazareth, 
. the Blue and Gold trounced the oth-
er six conferenc:;e teams by a com-
bined score of 108-37. 
This season, Ithaca has a 
chance for redemption when it hosts · 
Cortland (ranked No. 2 in the na-
ti by Lacrosse magazine) on 
April 7 and.Nazareth (ranked No. 
6) on April 24, the.last game of the 
regular season. 
The Bombers begin their season 
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Scranton. Itha-
ca defeated the Royals, 17-10, to 
open last year's sched~le. " 
What to .pack .for 
spring -brecu( hes:t~s. 
your swim;uit: 
Prote~t ~ow:-s 




drink bottled waterJ 
Have a Safe.Spring Break 
Sponsored. by"' . 
Hammond Health Center 
Emergency health care 24/7 
Appointments or walk-in 
274~3177 





Despite two Empire 8 losses, the Bombers 
clinched. the fourth and final spot in the inaugural 
conference tournament at St. John Fisher. The 
Blue and Gold will play host to the Cardinals 
in one semifinal. game Saturday. The champi-
onship g~e will be held Sunday. 
Friday, Hartwick picked up its first confer-
ence win, 71-69, at Ithaca's expense. 
Sophomore guard Jon Whetstone's three-point 
shot at the end of the game, which would have 
won the contest for Ithaca, was off the mark. 
Although Ithaca shot 15 for 25 from the field 
in the first half, the Hawks led by two at the break. 
Hartwick was an outstanding 12 for 24 from 
beyond the three-point arc. 
Senior forward Tyler Schulz led the 
Bombers with 25 points, shooting 10 for 13 from 
the field and five for seven from the line. With 
the perfonnance, he moved into 10th place on 
Ithaca's all-time scoring list with 1,141 points. 
Junior guard Jesse Roth and sophomore 
guard Jim Bellis each had 13 points. . 
·saturday, the Bombers suffered a 64-40 loss 
at Utica, marking its lowest total since they lost 
at Cornell, 69-37, Dec. 2. 
Ithaca was a dismal 13 for 55 from the field, 
including two for 22 from three-point range. 
Schulz was the only Bomber ta score more 




Ith~inched the No. I spot in the Em-
~ -_t~ _ ~am home-court advantage for the 
conference tournament with a 74-58 win over 
Utica Saturday. The Bombers had a chance to 
secure first place the night before, but suffered 
a surprising 67-62 loss to lfartwick. 
Needing 6nly one. conference win to seal 
hq- place atop the rankings, the Bombers stiug-
gl~essly against third-place Hartwick. 
Senio~ Swatling netted 15 points, go-
ing four for 21 from the floor. Swatling tied her 
career high with 14 rebounds. Freshman Lauren 
Kusy scored a career-high 13 points on her way 
to being named Empire 8 Rookie of the Week. 
The Bombers bounced back Saturday 
SPORTS 
MEGHAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN · 
. FRESHMAN KELLY STEVISON competes in the floor exercise competition at Cornell Feb. 21. 
with a dominating performance over Utica. 
S~atling led the team with 25 points. 
Junior Stephanie Cleary.netted 23, and Kusy 
and senior Kelly· Gawronski each added 10. 
Ithaca will host the Empire 8 tournament 
this weekend, with the winner receiving an 
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament. • 
Gymnastics 
Saturday 
The Blue and Gold, currently ranked sec-
ond in the nation, won the Harriet Marranca 
Memorial Invitational Saturday. The hosting 
Bombers beat out top-ranked Brockport, 
third-ranked Cortland, Rhode Island College, 
Wilson and Division II West Chester. The win 
marked the first time since 1998 that the Blue 
and Gold have won this tournament. 
The Bombers were led by freshman Kelly Ste-
vison, who won the vault competition and tied 
for first in the floor exercise with three other op-
ponents, including classmate Chelsie Veilleux. 
The win for Veilleux was the first victory of her 
career, while Stevison has already won the floor 
exercise two other times this season: 
Veilleux also placed second in ·the uneven 
bars with a score of 9 .500, good enough for sec-
ond in school history for the event. 
Senior Rachel Edelson took second place 
in the balance beam, and freshman Crescent 




The Bombers kicked off the season with cl 
trip to the St. Lawrence Icebreaker Invitational. 
Six schools were represented there, sepa-
rated into three singles brackets and two for . 
doubles . Freshman Colin Flynn, a bright 
young star, started his career with a 4-0 tour-
nament record, losing only one set on his way 
to winning the "B" bracket for the Bombers. 
Senior Loren Christiansen was a semifinal-
ist in the same grouping, posting a 2-1 record. 
Senior Zack Coletta and sophomore Kento 
Kamiyama faced each other in the "C" bracket 
semifinals. Coletta got the better of his teammate 
7-6 (5), 7-1, but eventually lost in the finals to 
George Barbiere of St Lawrence. 
The freshman combination of Flynn and Joe 
Young reached the quarterfi.Qals of the Doubles 
"A" Bracket, losing there to Billy Goldstein and 
Andrew Draznin of Union College, 9-7. 
·Men's track and field 
Saturday 
Ithaca took part in the Denault Invitational 
at Cornell's Barton Hall. 
The Bombers did some fine tuning in some 
areas, while resting others for the final push next 
weekend. 
Senior Chris Ryer turned in a second-place 
finis.h in the 60-meter dash (7 .15), and senior 
Jim Ravener finished second in the 400-meter 
dash (50.73). Junior Rob Pickels took fourth 
in the 400-meter dash (23.05). 
The mile run provided a close finish between 
Ithaca's Pat McGreal and Jon Barnes. McGreal, 
a freshman, finished in third place overall in 
4:28.53, narrowly edging o~t Barnes, a senior, 
who clocked in at 4:29.96 to take fifth. 
Sunday, Ithaca traveled to Hamilton for the 
NYSCTC Pentathlon. Senior Kevin Alford won 
the event with 3,470 points - a school record 
and ECAC qualifying ·total. 
Senior Alex Palilunas and junior Sam Cat-
terson placed eighth and 13th, respectively. 
Women's track and field 
Saturday 
The Bombers competed at Cornell's Denault 
Invitational Saturday. 
Junior Kim-Henn turned in a record-setting 
performance. In the 60-meter dash, Henn shat-
tered the Ithaca College record with her time 
of 8 .16 seconds, to . take third at the meet. 
. Sophomore All-American Meghan Morn-
ingstar shone as well. Morningstar provision-
ally qualified for the NCAA championships in 
the high jump with her leap of 1.65 meters. • 
In the I-mile run, junior Bridget Pilling 
took third place with her time of 5:17:01. 
Sophomore Anastasia· Kasianchuk had a 
spectacular meet. In the 3,000-meter run, the 
fleet-footed distance runner dominated the com-
petition with a time of l 0:44.02 - good for 
second overall among 27 participants. 
The 1 ;600-meter relay team finished second 
overall with a time of 4 : 17 .10. 
Sunday, three Bombers took part in the 
NYSCTC Pentathlon at Hamilton. Junior Kelli 
Sisti earned all-state honors with a third-place fin-
ish. Junior Nichole Clark and senior Alyson Hol-
brook finished seventh and 12th, respectively. 
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more led the Blue 
a·nd Gold to a 
third-place finish 
of six teams at 
the Empire Collegiate Wrestling 
Championships Saturday, winning 
the individual \itle at 174 pounds. 
Keib, seeded No. 1 in his weight 
class, was Ithaca's top finisher, 
posting three wins to earn his first trip 
to nationals. 
In his first match, Keib beat 
Leonard Lee of Oswego by tech-
nical fall, 16-1. He then defeated 
Brockport's Brandon Clark 9-3 
and earned a 1 0-7 decision over 
Cortland's Stef Sair in the final. 
The economics major from 
Fulton has won seven consecutive 
matches. Keib is 28-13 this sea-









• Saturday, Feb. 28 
Empire 8 Tournament 
Semifinal 
at No. 1 St. John Fishsr, 
Women's basketball 
• Saturday, Feb. 28 
Empire 8 Tournament 
Semifinal 
vs. No. 4 Elmira 
Gymnastics . 
• Saturday, Feb. 28 
at Brockport with Ursinus 
and Wilson, 1 p.m. · 
Men's lacrosse 
• Saturday, Feb. 28 
at Scranton, 2 p.m. 
Men's track and field 
• Friday-Saturday, 
Feb. 27-28 
NYSCTC Championships at 
St. Lawrence, 2 p.m./1 o a.m. 
Women's track and field 
• Friday-Saturday, 
Feb. 27-28 
NYSCTC Ch~mpionships at 
St. Lawrence, 2 p.m./1 O a.m 
By the Numbers 
13 
The number of seniors the men's 
lacrosse team lost from last year's 
roster. That includes All-Americans 
Dennis Juleff, Ryan Martin, Nick 
Mayer and Tim Riley. 
Page 26 
They said it 
"It was the frosting on the cake, . 
really. · This has been our most 
challenging season team-wise." 
- Senior Emily Evans on 
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